


Trump approval drops &

more than half say he's

not fit to serve





Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons



/& criminals run the nation

Senate confirms Brett Kavanaugh to Supreme

Court

U.S. Senate

votes 50-48 to

confirm Brett

Kavanaugh to

The Supreme

Court.

    Future of Supreme Court’s neutral reputation

rests on Kavanaugh vote

    Melania Trump: Judge Kavanaugh is 'highly

qualified'

Chris Coons on Meet the Press

NBC News

News

Sen. Coons says it's premature to talk about

impeachment



Trump praises Kavanaugh after confirmation

msnbc

Trump praises Kavanaugh after confirmation

Protesters swarm door of Supreme Court

msnbc

Protesters swarm door of Supreme Court

Elie Mystal: We didn't need FBI investigation.

We needed GOP to have decency

Elie Mystal: We didn't need FBI investigation.

We needed GOP to have decency

Bishop Barber on Kavanaugh nomination: ‘This

was a sham’

AM Joy

Bishop Barber on Kavanaugh nomination: ‘This

was a sham’

NYT: White House limited FBI's Kavanaugh

review from the start

Brian Williams

NYT: White House limited FBI's Kavanaugh

review from the start

Sen. Manchin announces 'Yes' vote on Judge

Kavanaugh

Ali Velshi

Sen. Manchin announces 'Yes' vote on Judge

Kavanaugh



Brian Williams

Susan Collins says she'll support Kavanaugh

giving Trump a win/the world and nation a loss

 

     

    Nikki Haley resigns from U.N. post

    President Trump says he has accepted the

resignation of U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley,

who will be leaving at the end of the year.

    Wants to 'take a break' »













nobody thinks so ... dancing in

 the streets...yes!













ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 



ANOTHER TRILLION IN

DEBT 
ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 

ANOTHER TRILLION IN

DEBT 

    KAVANAUGH

ADVANCES   .

News and buzz

Kavanaugh in 1998: If president interferes with

special counsel, he should expect

impeachment

Trump praises Kavanaugh after confirmation

msnbc

Why this is one of the most important midterm

elections ever

Are new talks with North Korea producing

anything positive?

Weekends with Alex Witt



Are new talks with North Korea producing

anything positive?

NYT investigation dismantles Trump’s story of

being a self-made billionaire

AM Joy

NYT investigation dismantles Trump’s story of

being a self-made billionaire

Bishop Barber on Kavanaugh nomination: ‘This

was a sham’

AM Joy

Bishop Barber on Kavanaugh nomination: ‘This

was a sham’





     

    Nikki Haley resigns from U.N. post

    President Trump says he has accepted the

resignation of U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley,

who will be leaving at the end of the year.

    Wants to 'take a break' »

Events surrounding the nomination of Donald

Trump’s Supreme Court pick Brett Kavanaugh

have led many to question the morals and

ethics of some of America’s top political

leaders. Activist Bishop William Baber joins

Joy Reid to discuss.

Elie Mystal: We didn't need FBI investigation.

We needed GOP to have decency

AM Joy

Elie Mystal: We didn't need FBI investigation.

We needed GOP to have decency



Trump Proposes MAJOR cuts to Social

Security

Do you APPROVE of Trump’s cuts to Social

Security?

    This is an OUTRAGE!

Trump budget cuts social security and

medicaid, breaking major promises - Forbes

Oct 8 at 7:08 AM Daily Kos Recommended

    Sen. Susan Collins, liar

    That sound you just heard? It was the

cracking of the patriarchy.



    GOP leader: Women protesting Kavanaugh

were 'clowns' and it will 'all blow over'

    Even after he's confirmed, Kavanaugh might

not be on the court for very long



    'Grief stricken': 'The Walking Dead' cast

reacts to death of actor Scott Wilson

FORMER YALE LAW DEAN:

‘AMERICAN TRAGEDY’

Former Yale Law School

Dean: Kavanaugh’s

Confirmation Is An

‘American Tragedy’



Rep. Lieu: Dems to investigate Kavanaugh if

party wins midterms

Wash. Post editor: No indication missing

journalist was in danger

Supreme Court Calendar: Justice Kavanaugh

facing major cases soon

Trump biographer: No Evidence President

Trump is a billionaire

THE FRAUDULENCE OF SUSAN COLLINS 

THINK

Image: Susan Collins

Opinion

White women will not save us from the

patriarchy — and Brett Kavanaugh proves it

Image: The Senate confirms Supreme Court

nominee Judge Brett Kavanaugh.

Opinion

Democrats' trust in the Supreme Court ended

with Kavanaugh's confirmation



Image: Police look on as protesters are

arrested in the Senate Hart building during a

rally against Supreme Court nominee Brett

Kavanaugh on Capitol Hill in Washington on

Oct. 4, 2018.

Opinion

Kavanaugh's confirmation reveals the moral

rot that lets us ignore survivors

Kavanaugh vote will drive political backlash if

history is guide

Rachel Maddow

Kavanaugh vote will drive political backlash if

history is guide

Murray: Women will heed Kavanaugh vote as

call to run for office

Rachel Maddow

Murray: Women will heed Kavanaugh vote as

call to run for office

Kavanaugh takes partisan vendetta to high

court with lifetime job

Rachel Maddow

Kavanaugh takes partisan vendetta to high

court with lifetime job

The Rachel Maddow Show



Live updates: Hurricane Michael

heads toward Florida, could be

Category 3 at landfall

The Last Word

Lawrence: ‘The Senate is an unfixable crime

against democracy’

Why Murkowski opposes Kavanaugh

The Last Word

Why Murkowski opposes Kavanaugh

Lawrence: Heidi Heitkamp shows us a profile

in courage



Joe: Kavanaugh's decisions will be tainted by

partisanship

Morning Joe

UN Ambassador Nikki Haley has told staff she

plans to resign

U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley has told staff she

plans to resign. Andrea Mitchell and Hallie

Jackson report.

    Rep. Sanford: ‘Something doesn’t smell right’

with Haley resignation

    Nikki Haley resignation catches officials off

guard

What matters to voters in California 4 weeks

ahead of midterms?

Stephanie Ruhle

What matters to voters in California 4 weeks

ahead of midterms?

New ad suggests Ted Cruz not tough as Texas

Morning Joe

New ad suggests Ted Cruz not tough as Texas

Joe: Trump turns swearing-in into political pep

rally



Morning Joe

Joe: Trump turns swearing-in into political pep

rally

Trump apologizes to Kavanaugh ‘on behalf of

our nation’

Hardball

Trump apologizes to Kavanaugh ‘on behalf of

our nation’

Trump camp sought online manipulation plan

from Israeli firm: NYT

Rachel Maddow

Trump camp sought online manipulation plan

from Israeli firm: NYT

Your deepest, darkest secrets about the

midterm elections.

Anna Brand / NBC News

Midterms 2018

Election Confessions: Your deepest, darkest

secrets about the midterm elections

Democrats, Republicans, Independents and

people unaffiliated with a party shared their

secrets about the midterm elections with NBC

News’ opinion section THINK.

Chris Pappas,



OUT Politics and Policy

Rainbow wave, or a ripple? Record number of

LGBTQ candidates on midterm ballots

Image: Taylor Swift

Opinion

The politics of being Taylor Swift: Her words

matter, but so does her silence

Ford announces plan to lay off workers after

tariffs cost them $1B

Stephanie Ruhle

Ford announces plan to lay off workers after

tariffs cost them $1B

The economy remains strong, but are we

starting to see the first signs of stalling?

Stephanie Ruhle is joined by Politico’s Ben

White to discuss Ford’s plan to lay off workers

after they say President Trump’s tariffs have

cost them a billion dollars.

Report: We have 12 years to limit the effects of

global warming

All In

Report: We have 12 years to limit the effects of

global warming

Hurricane Michael: Gulf Coast braces for



storm, evacuations ordered

News

Hurricane Michael: Gulf Coast braces for

storm, evacuations ordered

#BattlegroundCollegeTour

Politics on campus: What matters to college

Democrats and Republicans?

Katy Tur

Politics on campus: What matters to college

Democrats and Republicans?

How one school is engaging the next

generation in politics

Katy Tur

How one school is engaging the next

generation in politics

California: President Trump’s favorite foe?

Katy Tur

California: President Trump’s favorite foe?

HALEY HITTING

THE EXIT

TOP STORIES

The Only Republican Who Acted Like A Senator



Hillary Clinton Calls Brett Kavanaugh

Swearing-In A ‘Political Rally’

GOP Senator Pushes Disturbing Christine

Blasey Ford Conspiracy Theory

Stop And Frisk Doesn’t Work, Despite What

Trump Says

Journalist’s Disappearance Shows How Little

Saudi Arabia Thinks Of Its Citizens

Pope Francis: Satan Is Stalking The Catholic

Church



Hurricane Michael intensifies as Category 2

storm edges closer to Florida’s Gulf Coast

The storm’s winds topped 110 mph late this

morning, just shy of Category 3, according to

the National Hurricane Center. Michael is set

to make landfall Wednesday along Florida's

Panhandle.By Jason Samenow&Brian McNoldy



Nikki Haley to Resign as Trump’s Ambassador

to the U.N.

    Ms. Haley said she would resign at the end

of the year, marking a high-profile departure of

one of the few women in President Trump’s

cabinet.

    Mr. Trump said Ms. Haley had told him she

wanted a break after two years on the job, and

Ms. Haley said she had no intention of running

for the presidency in 2020.

Here are the major departures from the Trump

administration to date.



    College football's winningest coach dies

    'Venom' breaks records and Lady Gaga

shines at the box office

    Bride gets unexpected edit to first dance

    NFL player ejected for punching opponent

    NFLer kneels before 1st game with new

team

    Why Monica Lewinsky is changing her name



    39.5-point underdog pulls off shocking upset

    Second Pret a Manger allergy death reported

    Alicia Keys partners with husband's ex-wife

U.N. Ambassador Nikki Haley resigns, to leave

at year's end

By Noah Bierman  and Tracy Wilkinson

   Tropical Storm Michael will likely slam the

US as a hurricane this week

    Rosa's floodwaters trap people in cars in

Phoenix

    5,000+ could still be missing in deadly quake

Susan Edelman Blank

ROBERT POST, the former Dean of Yale Law School:

“Kavanaugh will thus join the court as the black-robed

embodiment of raw partisan power inconsistent with any ideal of

an impartial judiciary. As the court moves to the right to

accommodate Trump’s appointments, Kavanaugh will inevitably

become the focus of distrust and mobilization. His very presence

will undermine the court’s claim to legitimacy; it will damage the

nation’s commitment to the rule of law. It will be an American

tragedy.”

politico.com

Brett Kavanaugh Cannot Have It Both Ways

As the former dean of Yale Law School, I’m shocked by the…



 As the former dean of Yale Law School, I’m shocked by the

judge’s partisan turn.

By ROBERT POST

October 06, 2018

Share on Facebook

Share on Twitter

Brett Kavanaugh and I differ on most fundamental questions of

constitutional law. Nevertheless, as a former dean of the

institution where he received his law degree, I have withheld

comment on the merits of his appointment. I am proud of the rich

diversity of views that Yale Law School has produced.

Over the past decade, Kavanaugh has been a casual

acquaintance. He seemed a gentle, quiet, reserved man, always

solicitous of the dignity of his position as a judge on the United

States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. It

was therefore with something approaching unbelief that I heard

his speech after Christine Blasey Ford’s testimony.

With calculation and skill, Kavanaugh stoked the fires of partisan

rage and male entitlement. He had apparently concluded that the

only way he could rally Republican support was by painting

himself as the victim of a political hit job. He therefore offered a

witches’ brew of vicious unfounded charges, alleging that

Democratic members of the Senate Judicial Committee were

pursuing a vendetta on behalf of the Clintons. If we expect judges

to reach conclusions based solely on reliable evidence,

Kavanaugh’s savage and bitter attack demonstrated exactly the

opposite sensibility.

I was shell-shocked. This was not the Brett Kavanaugh I thought

I knew. Having come so close to confirmation, Kavanaugh



apparently cared more about his promotion than about preserving

the dignity of the Supreme Court to which he aspired to join. Even

if he sought to defend his honor as a husband and father, his

unbalanced rantings about political persecution were so utterly

inconsistent with the dispassionate temperament we expect from

judges that one had to conclude that he had chosen ambition

over professionalism.

His performance is indelibly etched in the public mind. For as

long as Kavanaugh sits on the court, he will remain a symbol of

partisan anger, a haunting reminder that behind the smiling face

of judicial benevolence lies the force of an urgent will to power.

No one who felt the force of that anger could possibly believe

that Kavanaugh might actually be a detached and impartial

judge. Each and every Republican who votes for Kavanaugh,

therefore, effectively announces that they care more about

controlling the Supreme Court than they do about the legitimacy

of the court itself. There will be hell to pay.

I was in the end prompted to write this essay because on

Thursday Kavanaugh published a remarkable editorial in the Wall

Street Journal in which he apologized for his rash words and

attempted to reclaim for himself the “independence and

impartiality” so necessary for judges. But judicial temperament is

not like a mask that can be put on or taken off at will. Judicial

temperament is more than skin-deep. It is part of the DNA of

person, as is well illustrated by Merrick Garland, who never once

descended to the partisan rancor of Kavanaugh, despite the

Senate’s refusal even to dignify his nomination with a hearing.

Judge Kavanaugh cannot have it both ways. He cannot gain

confirmation by unleashing partisan fury while simultaneously

claiming that he possesses a judicial and impartial temperament.

If Kavanaugh really cared about the integrity and independence

of the Supreme Court, he would even now withdraw from



consideration.

But I see no evidence that he is about to withdraw. Kavanaugh

will thus join the court as the black-robed embodiment of raw

partisan power inconsistent with any ideal of an impartial

judiciary. As the court moves to the right to accommodate

Trump’s appointments, Kavanaugh will inevitably become the

focus of distrust and mobilization. His very presence will

undermine the court’s claim to legitimacy; it will damage the

nation’s commitment to the rule of law. It will be an American

tragedy.   Share on Facebook  Share on Twitter Robert Post

is Sterling professor at Yale Law School. This

article is adapted from original version,which

appeared on the blog Take Care.

But I see no evidence that he is about to

withdraw. Kavanaugh will thus join the court



as the black-robed embodiment of raw partisan

power inconsistent with any ideal of an

impartial judiciary. As the court moves to the

right to accommodate Trump’s appointments,

Kavanaugh will inevitably become the focus of

distrust and mobilization. His very presence

will undermine the court’s claim to legitimacy;

it will damage the nation’s commitment to the

rule of law. It will be an American tragedy.







 Trump trump mocks Ford's sexual assault

testimony

    Breaking News

    Hear Trump's remarks

Dear Reader, 

He’s a successful businessman who never held

public office before winning the Presidency…

He’s coming into power after an electoral

college landslide…

And he did it by beating an out-of-touch New

Yorker opponent.

Once in office, he launches a vast trade war,

promising to stand up for America’s heartland,

with 890 increased tariffs in total.

He even slashes immigration levels to America

by 90%, while cracking down on illegal

immigration through deportations targeting as

many as 1.8 million people.



You may think I’m talking about Donald Trump.

But I’m actually describing Herbert Hoover,

America  31st President.

The similarities between Trump and the man

who saw a Great Depression happen under his

watch are eerie.

And they won’t stop here.

Over the last six months, my firm and I have

spent hundreds of hours (and tens of

thousands of dollars) in research to reach one

shocking conclusion.

My research shows…

President Trump is about to face a crisis on

the level of what President Hoover saw in

1929.

But it’s not the kind of crisis anyone expects.

And just like with Herbert Hoover – the crisis

could shut Republicans out of the White House



for a generation or longer.

This presentation reveals exactly why.

Sincerely,

Brett Aitken

Managing Director, Stansberry Research

BREAKING: Dear Investors and Visitors, Please

Read This!

JIM ROGERS: Market Correction is Coming!

"Get prepared" as "We’re Going ‘to Have the

Worst Economic Problems We've Had in Your

Lifetime or My Lifetime’
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CNN

SUSPICIOUS PACKAGES SENT TO OBAMAS,

CLINTONS AND CNN OFFICES IN NEW YORK

    ATF is on scene in New York and Florida.

Police and officials will hold a briefing soon.

    WATCH CNN NYC mayor: Device sent to



CNN was an 'act of terror'

    Package sent to CNN was addressed to

ex-CIA Director Brennan

    San Diego Union-Tribune and Sen. Harris

offices evacuated

    Watch as anchors report during evacuation

    Officials haven't intercepted a package

addressed to White House

    Utah man charged for sending toxic letters

to Trump, officials

    See officials remove suspicious device from

CNN NY building

    WASHINGTON, DC - NOVEMBER 28: (AFP

OUT) U.S. President Barack Obama (R) speaks

as U.S. Secretary of State Hillary Clinton

listens at a cabinet meeting at the White

House on November 28, 2012 in Washington,

DC. The president met yesterday with small

business owners and today with the chief

executives of major corporations in ongoing

talks about the looming fiscal cliff. (Photo by

T.J. Kirkpatrick-Pool/Getty Images)

    Packages sent to Clintons and Obamas

intercepted



    Former DNC head Debbie Wasserman

Schultz's Florida office evacuated

    Top stories

  

    NBC shows Kelly no mercy over blackface

comments

    breaking Saudi Crown Prince: We will bring

Khashoggi's killers to justice

    Live Updates Turkish President and Saudi

Crown Prince talk by phone

    Campbell Soup disavows Soros conspiracy

theory tweeted by vice president

    Scaramucci to Trump: You should probably

tone down the lying

    Police: Man kills college track standout

    Mom may have prevented a school shooting

    20 injured in escalator accident

    7 children dead in New Jersey virus

outbreak



    Climbers discover massive cave while

studying sinkhole

    New racist robocall targets Andrew Gillum

    News and buzz

    Broncos release QB after arrest

    Single ticket wins Mega Millions jackpot

    ... but we may never know who won

    Rapper dies in airplane stunt gone wrong

    Pope Francis fires a bishop

    If Democrats win the House, this is why

    B/R Live PSV Eindhoven vs. Tottenham

    Tracy Chapman sues Nicki Minaj

    Will Smith shares magic moment with wife

    Netflix is canceling these big shows

    Content by EverQuote

    Drivers should get familiar with this easy tip

    Watch what you eat

    McDonald's adds its first new breakfast

sandwich in 5 years

    Report: These breakfast foods test positive



for trace amounts of weed killer

    Here's how much fast food Americans are

eating

    Welch's says grape juice is for men now

    Exclusive with Apple's CEO

    Tim Cook: Being gay is God's greatest gift to

me

    Apple's Tim Cook wants stricter privacy

laws

    Apple CEO calls Bloomberg report '100%

false'

Check these out

Willa likely to become first nor'easter of the

season

(Left) From Blackpool Police on Facebook:

&quot;Do you recognise this man? We want to

speak to him in relation to a theft at a

Blackpool restaurant on the 20th September. If

you know who this is, please email

7798@lancashire.pnn.police.uk quoting log

LC-20180920-0670. Thank you for your

help.&quot; (Right) David Schwimmer&#39;s

character &#39;Ross&#39; from an episode of



Friends

Police hunt Ross-from-'Friends' lookalike

MSNBC

Breaking

Pete Williams: What we know so far about the

suspicious devices

NBC's Pete Williams explains the contents of

the suspicious packages sent to the Clintons,

Obamas and other political figures.

    CNN New York City office evacuated, bomb

squad reportedly called

    Return address listed as Debbie Wasserman

Schultz on suspicious packages

    Suspicious package sent to CNN was

addressed to fmr. CIA Director Brennan

    Secret Service intercepts suspicious

packages sent to Clinton, Obama

Maddow: Republicans frantic to cover record

of attacking Obamacare

Rachel Maddow

Maddow: Republicans frantic to cover record



of attacking Obamacare

Mika: Once again, Trump tells lies to scare

voters

Morning Joe

Mika: Once again, Trump tells lies to scare

voters

Panetta on Khashoggi: Trump needs to show

there is a price to be paid

Hardball

Panetta on Khashoggi: Trump needs to show

there is a price to be paid

While there's mounting evidence that

implicates the Saudi Government in the killing

of Jamal Khashoggi, the President has been

hesitant to risk the US-Saudi arms deal.

Winning $1.537 billion Mega Million tickets

sold in South Carolina

Money

Winning $1.537 billion Mega Million tickets

sold in South Carolina
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U.S. Cardiologist: It's Like a Power Wash for

Your InsidesHealth Headlines
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    Group expects 7.8 million Latinos will vote

in midterm

    Chelsea Handler mixes up Native American

candidates in endorsement

    Giants reportedly trading Damon Harrison to

Lions

    Megyn Kelly opens up about blackface

controversy: 'I was wrong'

    23m ago

    Could lead be fueling the high blood

pressure epidemic?

    26m ago

    Campbell Soup exec under fire for Soros

migrant conspiracy theory tweet

    21h ago

    Megyn Kelly apologizes for questioning why

wearing blackface is racist

    41m ago

    Facebook touts use of artificial intelligence

to fight child exploitation

    42m ago



    Broncos cut QB Chad Kelly after arrest for

criminal trespassing

    1h ago

    World's oldest intact shipwreck discovered

far down in the Black Sea

    1h ago

    Democrats double down on Equality Act

ahead of midterm elections

    2h ago

    Running on empty? These energy-boosting

tips will get you through the week

    2h ago

    Bad weather a risk for heart attack, study

finds

    3h ago

    AT&T's traditional TV business continues

decline, but digital offers growth

    3h ago

    Government expansion of health care on the

ballot in the most unlikely places

    4h ago

    Suspicious packages with working

explosives sent to Hillary Clinton, Barack

Obama, CNN's New York City office

    6h ago



    Apple CEO takes aim at Silicon Valley data

hoarders: 'This is surveillance'

    6h ago

    Most Americans say finances haven't

improved since 2016 election

    7h ago

    Is Tesla's most formidable challenger... this

vacuum cleaner manufacturer?

    7h ago

    Tech stocks are down almost $1 trillion this

month due to trade tensions

See All

MSNBC Daily

The day's most important stories and videos,

curated by MSNBC.com editors and delivered

to your inbox.

Follow Us

Top MSNBC Video

#GoodNewsRUHLES: Father helps son's bully

after learning his story

01:05

#GoodNewsRUHLES: Father helps son's bully



after learning his story

01:05

'Outside the Bubble' addresses the issues that

divide us

08:46

Red state voters look at Medicaid expansion

04:05

'They're all lying': GOP claims to support ACA

09:00

New book examines lessons from past

presidential impeachments

HUFFPOST

DAY OF TERROR:

DEMS, CNN TARGETED 

Lifestyle Best Life

You Should Never Touch These Parts of Your

Cat

Second to wondering what’s behind cats’

never-ending desire to lay waste to anything

that’s been placed on a tabletop, the biggest

source of confusion among cat owners is about



where your feline friends is where it’s okay to

give them a little scratch and what parts of

your cat you should never touch. “Many dogs

enjoy a good belly rub, but cats are an entirely

different story. Cats are highly reactive to belly

rubs and are likely to ‘attack’ a hand that tries

to give them one. In addition to avoiding their

bellies, many cats will eagerly tell their owners

that any part south of the neck is a no-go.

Politics HuffPost

Even The FBI Can’t Find Photos Of Comey And

Mueller ‘Hugging And Kissing’

President Donald Trump claimed he had "100

pictures" showing special counsel

Former White House Lawyer Ty Cobb Says

Mueller Probe Isn't 'A Witch Hunt'

HuffPost

WAPO: Mueller 'aggressively' looking at Roger

Stone & Wikileaks

Yahoo View



CNN Evacuates New York Office Over

‘Suspicious Package’

Bezos-Funded Super PAC Attacks Dem As

Traitor Who Didn’t Support U.S. After 9/11

LGBTQ Groups Confront Trump Officials About

Suffering Of Trans Kids In Meeting

CNN Anchors Leave Midbroadcast Amid

Suspicious Package Threats

Police In Ohio Under Scrutiny After Video

Shows Officers Punching Face-Down Man

Ted Cruz Jokes Beto O’Rourke Can Share A

Prison Cell With Hillary Clinton

20 Massive Animals That Actually Exist

Advertisement by Give It Love

KELLY ON-AIR: I’M SORRY

Megyn Kelly Issues On-Air Apology For

Blackface Defense: ‘I Was Wrong’

By Hayley Miller

REPUBLICAN KEMP FEELS HEAT ON VOTER

PURGE

Georgia Candidate Brian Kemp Claims Voter

Suppression Is A ‘Farce,’ Blames Obama

By Sarah Ruiz-Grossman and Sam Levine

AdChoices

LATEST NEWS



14 minutes ago

Trump Tweets That He Agrees

‘Wholeheartedly’ With Pence About Bomb

Scares

1 hour ago

Fans Of Canceled Teen Show ‘Shadowhunters’

Are Shamelessly Spamming Jimmy Fallon

2 hours ago

Newly Zen Gordon Ramsay Freaks Out James

Corden In Tasty Comedy Bite

3 hours ago

IVFML Season 2, Episode 2: Maybe I’m Not

Meant To Be A Mom

5 hours ago

Wanda Sykes Sums Up Voter Suppression With

Perfect ‘Hot Club’ Analogy

5 hours ago

Donald Trump Goes Off-Script In Jimmy

Fallon’s ‘Halftime Vote’ Message

OPINION

Republicans Are Attacking Dems Like Stacey

Abrams For Their Debt. That Should Backfire.

By Emma Roller

The Death Of Shame

By Talia Lavin, Columnist



Powerful Men Who Say They’re Being

‘Lynched’... Are Not

By Marc Lamont Hill, Columnist

TRENDING

Steve Bannon’s Screening Of His New Donald

Trump Movie Goes Awry

Wormhole? Nazi-Marked Plane Crashes Onto

California Freeway, Bursts Into Flames

‘The Mountain’ From ‘Game Of Thrones’ Weds

Pint-Sized Bodybuilder

Poll: ‘To Kill a Mockingbird’ Named America’s

Favorite Novel

Utah Lawmaker’s Weird Encounter With A

Marijuana Gummy Bear Goes Viral

This Could Be The Most Progressive Country

On Earth

ELECTIONS HQ

With Key Senate Races Mired In Pollution

Issues, Republican Strategists Shrug

By Alexander C. Kaufman

GOP candidates in Arizona, Texas and Florida

face environmental attacks, but party

strategists think voters won’t care.

Racist Robocall Goes Out Against Andrew

Gillum In Florida



Black Students Sue Texas County Over Limited

Early Voting Locations

TOP VIDEOS

Hurricane Willa’s Threatening Force

Megyn Kelly Defends Blackface

WHAT'S HOT

‘NO ONE KNEW’

Jamie Lee Curtis Talks 10-Year Painkiller

Addiction ‘No One Knew’ About

By Cole Delbyck

2 hours ago

TAKING MOM TO BURNING MAN

Here’s What Happened When I Took My

56-Year-Old Mom To Burning Man

By Theresa Christine, Guest Writer

Tiffany Haddish, Billy Eichner Launch Witch

Hunt To Diversify ‘Hocus Pocus’

By Ron Dicker

Sandra Bullock Fights Off The Apocalypse

Blindfolded In Tense ‘Bird Box’ Trailer

By Cole Delbyck

Al Roker Calls Out NBC Colleague Megyn Kelly

For Blackface Defense

WASHINGTON POST



Potential explosives sent to Obama, Clinton

and CNN spur search for other devices

(Video: Joyce Koh/The Post; photo: Reuters)

The devices sent to former secretary of state

Hillary Clinton in New York and former

president Barack Obama in Washington are

thought to be the work of the person who sent

a similar device to liberal philanthropist

George Soros, two law enforcement officials

said.

The White House vowed that anyone

responsible for “these terrorizing acts” would

be held accountable.

    By Devlin Barrett, Mark Berman and Cleve R.

Wootson Jr.

Amid a poisonous political campaign, GOP

leaders rush to condemn explosives

CNN offices in New York evacuated over

suspicious package scare

Alarms went off during the network’s morning

broadcast, as anchors Jim Sciutto and Poppy

Harlow reported on devices sent to Hillary

Clinton, Barack Obama and George Soros.



    By Paul Farhi

    Photos: The scene in New York

Saudi crown prince calls Khashoggi killing

‘heinous crime’

Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman made his

first public comments on the slaying of

journalist Jamal Khashoggi during an

appearance by the prince at an investment

conference in Riyadh.

    By Kevin Sullivan and William Branigin

Turkish police to search well at consulate

where journalist was killed

Virginia attorney general launches

investigation into Catholic clergy sex abuse

Virginia Attorney General Mark Herring said his

office had an ongoing investigation into the

state’s two Catholic dioceses and whether

there has been any sexual abuse and coverup.

    By Michelle Boorstein and Laura Vozzella



High-ranking Senate Republican calls

post-election vote on Trump tax cut ‘highly

unlikely’

Finance Committee Chairman Orrin G. Hatch

(R-Utah) said it would require “monumental

effort” for the Senate to pass any such

proposal. He added: “I’ve seen miracles

happen before.” 

    By Erica Werner

subscribe

The story must be told.

Your subscription supports journalism that

matters.

Try 1 month for $1

Opinions

The Saudi royal family circles its wagons in the

Khashoggi crisis

    By David Ignatius

The apparent attempts at terrorist bombings

were absolutely predictable



    By Paul Waldman

The U.S. has lost its entrepreneurial advantage

    By Robert J. Samuelson

The White House has to do more than condemn

the crazies

    By Jennifer Rubin

Megyn Kelly in on-air apology: ‘I have never

been a PC kind of person’

    By Erik Wemple

If Republicans lose, Trump is going to lie about

why. Don’t let him.

    By Greg Sargent

More Top Stories

In Florida, DeSantis highlights reports that an

FBI agent bought a ‘Hamilton’ ticket for Gillum

Republican gubernatorial hopeful Ron DeSantis



seized on reports that appeared to contradict

past statements by Democrat Andrew Gillum.

    By John Wagner

Trump touted Obama’s 2005 remarks on

immigration. Here’s what Obama actually said.

The president's boosters seized on the clip

overnight, as cable news continued to show

footage of a migrant caravan making its way to

the U.S.-Mexico border.

    By John Wagner

Power Up

Analysis

Democrats aren’t a lock on retaking the House

majority

Republicans are starting to point to evidence

that their chances of retaining control of the

House may have slightly improved. And even

some Democrats agree.

    By Jacqueline Alemany



    Sign up for The Power Up newsletter

    U.S. issues cyber-warnings to Russians as

midterms near

A ‘Fox & Friends’ host donated $601.71 to

Trump. He said he just wanted tiny gold MAGA

hats.

Brian Kilmeade said he bought MAGA

Christmas tree ornaments in 2016 without

realizing he was funding Trump's campaign.

    By Avi Selk

Rare late-October tornado outbreak hits

Massachusetts and Rhode Island

At least three tornadoes touched down

Tuesday in a region of the country that rarely

sees twisters.

    By Matthew Cappucci

Slain University of Utah athlete had told school

of ex-boyfriend’s harassment, mother says

Lauren McCluskey’s mother said her daughter

and the man suspected in her death had dated



for about a month before she ended the

relationship.

    By Matt Bonesteel and Cindy Boren

Megyn Kelly apologizes on air for blackface

defense as her ‘Today’ show colleagues slam

her remarks

The NBC host received intense criticism for

her comments as she vented during a panel

discussion about “political correctness gone

amok.”

    By Emily Yahr

Visual Stories
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Take a journey through an ‘apocalyptic,

never-ending winter’ in ‘Bright Black World’

(Ted Mellnik, Lauren Tierney and Kevin

Uhrmacher/Post)Graphic

(Ted Mellnik, Lauren Tierney and Kevin

Uhrmacher/Post)

The geography of voting — and not voting



(The Washington Post)Graphic

(The Washington Post)

Where the money is going in the final push

before Election Day

(Michael S. Williamson/Post)Visual Story

(Michael S. Williamson/Post)

First Hurricane Matthew, then Florence: A

town in constant recovery

(Michael S. Williamson/The Washington

Post)Story

(Michael S. Williamson/The Washington Post)

Some white Northerners want to redefine a

flag rooted in racism as a symbol of patriotism

(Anthony Wallace/AFP/Getty Images)Photos

(Anthony Wallace/AFP/Getty Images)

This is what the world’s longest sea-crossing

bridge looks like

Video

2:17

(Meg Kelly/The Washington Post)

Fact-checking Trump's over-the-top attacks on

Democrats

UP NEXT

CNN's New York offices evacuated after

reports of a suspicious device



Play Video1:32

Trump says he's a 'nationalist.' These other

world leaders are too.

Play Video2:17

‘Show me your passports’: Racist rants against

Spanish speakers caught on camera

Play Video1:22

Most Read

    1

    He won Powerball’s $314 million jackpot. It

ruined his life.

    2

    Suspected bombs sent to Obama, Clinton

and CNN offices, officials say

    3

    One Mega Millions winner, in rural

Simpsonville, S.C., landed a massive $1.5

billion jackpot

    4

    Opinion The apparent attempts at terrorist

bombings were absolutely predictable

    5

    ‘In the service of whim’: Officials scramble

to make Trump’s false assertions real 



NEW YORK TIMES

Explosive Devices Sent to Hillary Clinton,

Obama and CNN

    Packages addressed to Hillary Clinton and

Barack Obama were intercepted by the

authorities, and CNN’s office in New York was

evacuated after one was found there. The

devices are similar to one sent to George

Soros.

    Mrs. Clinton, Mr. Obama, Mr. Soros and CNN

are all favorite targets of conservatives, with

some of the attacks led by President Trump.

developing20m ago

CNN’s offices in Manhattan were evacuated

after an explosive device was sent there, a law

enforcement official said. Jeenah Moon for The

New York Times

Pipe Bomb at George Soros’s Home Was Most

Likely Hand-Delivered

The motive of the would-be bomber behind the

explosive, found in a mailbox at the billionaire

philanthropist’s home in a New York suburb,



remains unclear.

1h ago

A DISSIDENT'S KILLING

Saudi Crown Prince Seeks to Separate Himself

From Khashoggi Case, Calling It a ‘Heinous’

Killing

    It was the most public attempt by Crown

Prince Mohammed bin Salman to distance

himself from the suspected killers of the Saudi

critic Jamal Khashoggi, who include some of

the crown prince’s own aides.

    The comments at an opulent investor

conference in Riyadh came as the relationship

between Saudi Arabia and Turkey continues to

sour and ties with the West are increasingly at

risk.

6m ago

Turkey’s President and Saudi Prince Escalate

Battle Over Khashoggi Killing

For the strongmen of Turkey and Saudi Arabia,

the fight over the killing of a dissident is

personal and political.



5h ago

Images of the crown prince shaking the hand

of Salah Khashoggi, whose father was killed in

a Saudi consulate, stirred anger.

1h ago

Election 2018

Democrats Are Talking More About Social

Justice. Exhibit A Is Lucy McBath.

    The Black Lives Matter movement and the

abuses and policy decisions it has highlighted

have become an integral part of races that will

decide control of Congress in November.

    Ms. McBath, the Democratic nominee in a

Republican-leaning race in Georgia, has a deep

personal connection to the Black Lives Matter

movement. 

30m ago

Lucy McBath speaking to a group of supporters

in Atlanta early this month. Lynsey

Weatherspoon for The New York Times

House and Senate Latest, Abrams and Kemp

Face Off, Menendez Debates: 13 Days to Go



New polls show tight races for Senate

Democrats and a tough one for Keith Ellison in

Minnesota’s attorney general race.

8h ago

The fate of Carlos Curbelo, a Republican

Representative in a Florida swing district,

might be an indicator of national trends.

5h ago

Trump Agenda

‘Zero Tolerance’ Immigration Policy Surprised

Agencies, Report Finds

    The Homeland Security and Health and

Human Services Departments were not given

advance notice.

    As a result, the officials responsible for

carrying it out were unprepared to handle the

resulting separations of thousands of children

from their families, according to a government

report.

4h ago

Promoting His Agenda, Trump Embraces the

‘Nationalist’ Label



The term is often freighted with the whiff of

extremism when used domestically, but

President Trump has enthusiastically doubled

down on words and ideas that his

predecessors shied away from.

5h ago

Large swaths of the country where the

president is unpopular have become virtual

no-go zones for him.

LATIMES

    breaking news

‘Potential explosive devices’ sent to Obama,

Hillary Clinton and New York office tower

The Secret Service said that it had intercepted

‘two suspicious packages’ containing

‘potential explosive devices’ — one addressed

to Hillary Clinton in New York, and another to

Barack Obama’s residence in Washington.

    • San Diego Union-Tribune evacuated, police



investigating suspicious package

    • LAPD on alert after suspicious packages

appear in New York and Washington

Will Orange County turn blue on election day?

It’s the mission of two former Republicans

Will Orange County turn blue on election day?

It’s the mission of two former Republicans

By Joe Mozingo  and Christine Mai-Duc

Saudi crown prince calls Khashoggi killing a

‘heinous crime’

    • Surveillance image purports to show Saudi

vehicle scouting wooded area before

Khashoggi killing

Push for young minority voters reaches into

high school

Various groups are pushing hard to register

record numbers of young minority voters,

emphasizing the importance of getting their

voices heard.

Howard Blume

By Howard Blume



    Column

Dodgers’ Kershaw falters again on the big

stage

Bill Plaschke

By Bill Plaschke

    • Eduardo Nunez becomes an unlikely hero

for the Red Sox in Game 1

    • Dylan Hernandez: Dodgers-Red Sox series

will showcase relievers and runs

Podcast | Ep. 2: Dodgers World Series run,

LeBron’s arrival and Shaq-Kobe revisited

    • Ep. 1: A one-on-one with LeBron James

California faces ‘extra risk’ of flooding after

series of massive wildfires, officials warn

California faces ‘extra risk’ of flooding after

series of massive wildfires, officials warn

Joseph Serna

By Joseph Serna

    • Trained in California, a white supremacist



fight club is accused of bringing violence to

Charlottesville

Leader, two members of Southern California

white nationalist group arrested

Man shot and killed in Woodland Hills during

possible carjacking

Judge reverses order that barred reporting on

search warrant in case of Newport Beach

surgeon

Torrential rain to continue as Willa weakens to

tropical storm

Politics Mashable

Stephen King has come up with a new

campaign slogan for Trump

Another day, another fiery Trump burn from the

King of horror's Twitter feed. Pretty much ever

since Trump began campaigning, Stephen King

has been tweeting about him. He hasn't let up.

At this point he tweets about the President

several times a week. And yep, you guessed it

- he isn't exactly Trump's biggest fan. SEE

ALSO: 38 times Stephen King absolutely



slammed Donald Trump on Twitter His latest

tweet about the President, though - which King

shared on Monday night, and which has since

been retweeted over 11,000 times - feels more

like a message of hope. Donald Trump’s

campaign message in two words: Be afraid.My

campaign message in two words: Be brave. -

Stephen King (@StephenKing) October 23, 2018

"Be brave." WATCH: How Stephen King's 'The

Dark Tower' survived development hell

Trump Is Hitting the Midterm Campaign Trail

Hard. History Shows That Doesn't Always

Make a Difference

Time

Stephen King Nails Donald Trump's Midterms

Campaign Message With Just 2 Words

HuffPost

MarketWatch
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Latest News

    suspicious packages sent to Obama, Clinton

4:06p

BREAKING

Stock plunge leaves S&P 500, Dow negative

for 2018; Nasdaq in correction territory

4:03p

BREAKING

Nasdaq registers 4.4% loss, its worst

single-session decline since Aug.18, 2011

4:02p

BREAKING



Nasdaq finishes in correction territory for first

time in 2 years

4:02p

BREAKING

Dow and S&P 500 wipe out 2018 gains with

Wednesday's tumble

    BREAKING

    U.S. stocks finish the session with ugly

losses as losses mounted in the final minutes

    3:50p

    S&P 500 down 2.5% on the day at 2,671

    3:50p

    Trump Defers to Congress on Response to

Khashoggi Killing

    3:50p

    Dow industrials down more than 500 points,

or 2%

    3:49p



    S&P 500, Dow erase gains for year as losses

deepen

    3:48p

    Tesla earnings arrive with profitability in

focus: Live blog

    3:57p

    BREAKING

    Dow tumbles more than 600 points and

sheds year-to-date gains amid late-session

drop

    3:34p

    Netflix's stock set to suffer biggest one-day

drop since July 2016

    3:33p

    Netflix's stock plunges 8.8% toward lowest

close since April 11

    3:30p

    Alphabet's stock sinks 4.4% toward lowest

close since May 7



    3:27p

    Microsoft's stock falls 3.2% toward a 3-mo.

low

    3:26p

    BREAKING

    Fed's Mester says Trump criticism doesn't

affect policy decisions

    3:26p

    Female executive at fund manager was fired

for fulfilling jury duty, lawsuit claims

    3:26p

    Amazon's stock has lost 16.7% since closing

a record on Sept. 4

    3:25p

    Amazon's stock falls 4.1% toward lowest

close since July 3

    3:24p

    Russell 2000 has dropped 14.7% since



closing at a record high on Aug. 31

    3:23p

    Russell 2000 tumbles 2.8% toward lowest

close since Feb. 9

    3:19p

    The easiest—but most painful—thing Pulte

Homes can do to boost sales still might not

work

    3:30p

    ‘Alexa, buy me 10 shares of Boeing’

    3:58p

    BREAKING

    Panic-like selling takes hold on NYSE as

stock-market slump gathers steam

    2:52p

    Half of Americans with this credit card

regretted getting one and now may be the time

to worry about graduate-student debt

    2:39p



    BREAKING

    Trump says political violence has 'no place'

in U.S. as package probe underway

    2:27p

    Trump: acts or threats of political violence

have no place in America

    2:26p

    Trump says there's major investigation into

suspicious packages

    2:26p

    George Soros’s son: Under Trump, ‘a genie

was let out of the bottle, which may take

generations to put back in’

    2:25p

    Trump: packages being inspected by top

experts

    2:20p

    Social Security benefits too low? It’s mostly

your own fault



    2:05p

    Snap hires Amazon ad sales head,

Huffington Post executive

    2:05p

    Dec. gold trades at $1,233.50/oz vs.

$1,231.10 Comex settlement

    2:05p

    Gold futures pare some losses in electronic

trade after Fed Beige Book

    2:04p

    Nasdaq Composite down 2.5% at 7,250

    2:04p

    Dow industrials down 243 points, or 1%

    2:04p

    S&P 500 down 1.6% at 2,697, near session

low

    2:12p

    Fed’s Beige Book says wages, prices



growing at ‘modest to moderate’ rates

    2:03p

    10-year yield at 3.120%; 2-year yield at

2.855%; 30-year yield at 3.338%

    2:02p

    Stocks remain lower after Fed Beige Book

    2:02p

    Treasury yields hold yield decline after

Beige Book

    2:00p

    Fed Beige Book says labor markets remain

tight throughout the country

    2:00p

    Fed Beige Book: 9 of 12 districts see steady,

unspectacular, growth

    2:00p

    BREAKING

    Fed Beige Book says wages and prices rise



at a 'modest to moderate' pace

    1:59p

    3 ways women can plan for a better

retirement

    1:54p

    Wealthy women give away their money and

time more than rich men

    1:49p

    First new flu treatment in almost 20 years

was just approved

    1:46p

    South African rand leads currency losers

after economic outlook downgrade

    1:45p

    U.S. government bond yields extend fall as

stocks remain under pressure

    1:35p

    Dec. gold loses $5.70, or 0.5%, to settle at

$1,231.10/oz



    2:19p

    Donald Trump is such a crybaby about

interest rates and the economy

    1:31p

    ExxonMobil sued by New York AG for

misleading investors on climate-change risk

    1:15p

    Tesla, other U.S. auto makers slide in

Consumer Reports' reliability ranking

    1:08p

    New York Gov. Cuomo says device was sent

to his office in Manhattan

    12:56p

    Sheryl Sandberg: Gender Equality Still

Lagging, Despite #MeToo

    1:19p

    How Trump could conceive of a

‘revenue-neutral’ way of cutting middle-class

taxes by 10%



    12:54p

    Twitter earnings: The cost of purging

millions of accounts

    12:53p

    New York Mayor de Blasio calls device sent

to CNN 'act of terror'

    12:53p

    Amazon earnings: Analysts more optimistic

about Amazon than Alibaba

    12:50p

    Chipotle earnings: Some analysts are

bearish while others upgrade the stock

    12:46p

    CFPB fines Cash Express $200,000 over

misleading representations

    12:46p

    McDonald’s, like Starbucks, sees

opportunities in mobile-order-and-pay

    12:37p



    Weak pound, upbeat Barclays earnings, help

FTSE 100 eke out a gain

    12:36p

    ‘Dear Mr. President, I sense you are

unsatisfied’ — imagining Powell’s response to

Trump

    2:31p

    Wife of Supreme Court justice spreads fake

news about the migrant caravan

    3:38p

    Secret Service intercepts suspicious

packages addressed to Clinton, Obama

    3:11p

    Pot stocks fall for a 7th straight day; Aurora

Cannabis seesaws back to a loss

    12:29p

    Deutsche Bank and Italy’s woes drag down

European stock markets

Charting a second corrective bounce, S&P 500



lifts from four-month lows (don’t think so!)

    Carpenter Technology stock hit by earnings

miss

    AT&T entertainment, wireless offset

satellite dip

    UPS earnings lifted by pricing, package

volume

    Boeing earnings boosted by jet demand

dow
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-606.59

-2.41%

nasdaq

7,108.40

-329.14

-4.43%

s&p 500

2,656.30

-84.39

-3.08%



World Yahoo View

Putin trumpets end of US

world power, says Trump

listens well

Rachel Maddow reports

on statements from

Russian president

Vladimir Putin declaring

the end of the U.S. as a

world superpower before

a visit from John Bolton

who shied away from any



confrontation over

hacking or election

interference.

Trump says he may meet

with Putin in Paris

Yahoo News Video

Russia and U.S. discussed

possible Putin visit to

Washington: Kremlin

Reuters

10-23-18

U.S. Popular Mechanics

Hurricane Michael Unearths Ships Destroyed in

1899 Hurricane



Uncovering the connection to early American

pirates.
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Business Business Insider

The stock market's 'dead cat bounce' is over

and the rolling bear market is making a

comeback, Morgan Stanley says

The stock market may have bounced back

following its sharp sell-off at the beginning of

October, but Morgan Stanley says the selling is

going to pick back up soon. Tread carefully in

tech and consumer discretionary, Morgan

Stanley warns.

MarketWatch

8:04 PM EDT

October 23, 2018
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    Snap earnings: Is a ‘Twitter-like turnaround’

ahead?

    7:09p

    Pixar co-founder to retire from leading

Disney animation efforts

    6:41p

    New pain drug from Pfizer and Eli Lilly

shows promise as opioid alternative

    5:56p

    China investors fear too much stock is being

used as collateral, a big market drag

    5:54p

    Here are the early signs China’s

stock-market woes are starting to infect the

rest of the world

    5:52p



    What Whitbread’s planned sale of Costa

Coffee to Coca-Cola means

    5:49p

    The American cities where investors are

making the most money while they sleep

    5:47p

    Big drops for AMD and Nvidia fuel ‘death

cross’ for chip sector ahead of earnings

    5:29p

    BREAKING

    IRobot stock plunges despite earnings beat,

tariffs to hurt margins

    5:28p

    BREAKING

    Teradyne stock rises as results, outlook top

Street view

    5:21p

    Trump’s trade fights and a hard Brexit could



take tariffs to levels not seen in 15 years

    5:21p

    Here’s an estimate of how much Trump’s

10% tax cut would cost

    5:20p

    U.S. labor market has a bigger impact on

Europe’s auto makers than tariff spats, says

Morningstar

    5:17p

    AT&T and Comcast earnings: What to watch

for this week

    5:13p

    BREAKING

    MKS Instruments stock drops on poor

fourth-quarter outlook

    5:11p

    Juniper Networks casts doubt on

fourth-quarter sales, margins

    5:04p



    Low unemployment on Main Street is a

warning sign for Wall Street

    5:01p

    Beto O’Rourke tops all politicians in

spending on Facebook ads, says social giant’s

new report

    5:01p

    Target's private label brand A New Day

reaches $1 billion in sales

    5:00p

    The stock market faces ‘unlimited downside

risk,’ warns veteran trader

    4:55p

    BREAKING

    Pompeo says Saudi visas being revoked in

response to Khashoggi death
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25,191.43

-125.98
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nasdaq

7,437.54

-31.09

-0.42%

s&p 500

2,740.69

-15.19

-0.55%

    This poll is not good news for the GOP

    Analysis

    New data may seem to support a recent

uptick in Republicans' expectations. But

numbers don't always tell the whole story.

    Republicans plan their resistance if

Democrats take the House

    Kudlow pumps the brakes on Trump's new

tax cuts

    Trump at White House: I am absolutely a

nationalist

    US launches cyber operations against

Russians meddling in midterms

    Trump at Texas rally: 'I'm a nationalist'



    Today in politics

    Stacey Abrams with a supporter in

Dahlonega, Georgia.

    The Democrats really really need Stacey

Abrams to win

    Nevada GOP gubernatorial nominee's family

say that he 'is the wrong choice' in op-ed

    live updates Pompeo: US will revoke visas of

those responsible for journalist's death

    Trump feels betrayed by the Saudis

    Kelly grabbed Lewandowski by the collar

    Trump on Khashoggi: Worst cover-up ever

    Trump renews claims that 'Middle

Easterners' are in migrant caravan

    Trump: No 'Middle Easterners' proof

    Trump sets off a GOP tax cut scramble

    Top stories

    6 children dead, 12 ill in NJ virus outbreak

    Trump 'says it's OK,' says man accused of

groping passenger on Southwest flight

    O'Connor announces she has been

diagnosed with dementia

    An oil spill you've never heard of could

become one of the nation's biggest disasters



    20 injured as Rome escalator loses control

    Blitzer fact-checks Trump's statements

    Opinion: Pray you don't win the lottery

    Austin could run out of water very soon

    US stealth bomber forced to make

emergency landing

Laverne Cox: 'We can fight' rollback of

transgender rights

Hallie Jackson

Laverne Cox: 'We can fight' rollback of

transgender rights

TV star and LGBTQ activist Laverne Cox joins

Hallie Jackson to discuss the latest report that

the Trump administration is considering

redefining gender based on genitalia at birth.

For Fact's Sake: Pres. Trump's new tax cut

won't come anytime soon

Velshi & Ruhle

For Fact's Sake: Pres. Trump's new tax cut

won't come anytime soon

President Trump is promising a new tax cut bill

that he says would focus on the middle class



despite the fact that Congress is in recess and

no bill has been put together.

Fact-checking President Trump’s claims on

healthcare

Velshi & Ruhle

Fact-checking President Trump’s claims on

healthcare

President Trump says Republicans will always

protect Americans with pre-existing

conditions. Ali Velshi and NBC fact-checker

Jane Timm explain how the Affordable Care

Act protected Americans with pre-existing

conditions.

U.S. news

Sandra Day O'Connor announces probable

Alzheimer's diagnosis

PAID CONTENT

Tom Brady Breaks His Silence On The National

Anthem Kneeling DebateSportsChew

MSNBC Podcasts

Rachel Maddow announces new Bag Man

podcast

Rachel Maddow

Rachel Maddow announces new Bag Man



podcast

Image: Sanders speaks during a health care

rally

Justin Sullivan / Getty Images file

Opinion

Chris Hayes #WITHpod: Making the case for

'Medicare for All' with Abdul El-Sayed
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AdChoices

TOP STORIES

Why Trump Declaring Himself A ‘Nationalist’ Is

So Loaded

Shep Smith: Trump Is Campaigning On Public

‘Fear Of An Invasion Of Migrants’

Old Photo Of Stacey Abrams Protesting State

Flag’s Confederate Symbol Resurfaces

Former White House Lawyer Ty Cobb Says

Mueller Probe Isn’t ‘A Witch Hunt’

WATCH: Megyn Kelly Defends *Blackface*

Costumes

‘Fox & Friends’ Has Reporter ‘Foil’ Migrant

Family’s Attempt To Cross Border



This Is What Vikings Were Actually Like. The

Photos Are Strikingly Scary

Advertisement by PastFactory

DISGRACE: PHOTO OP WITH KHASHOGGI SON

Saudi King And Crown Prince Meet With Family

Of Jamal Khashoggi

By Ryan Grenoble

CONSPIRACY THEORISTS GO WILD OVER

SOROS INCIDENT

QAnon Adherents Cry ‘False Flag’ About

Explosive Found Near George Soros’ Home

By Sebastian Murdock

3 hours ago

AdChoices

LATEST NEWS

19 minutes ago

10 Of The Best Subscription Boxes For Couples

That Make Memorable Gifts

39 minutes ago

Trump’s ‘Unknown Middle Easterners’ Tweet Is

Both False And Racist

2 hours ago

Mike Pence Cites False Statistic On Terrorists

At The Southwest Border

2 hours ago



9 Of The Best Sex Toys For Queer Couples,

According To Sexperts

3 hours ago

19 Funny Tweets From Parents Who Have No

Idea How To Do Their Kids’ Homework

3 hours ago

The Kendall Jenner And Vogue ‘Afro’

Controversy, Explained

OPINION

Republicans Are Attacking Dems Like Stacey

Abrams For Their Debt. That Should Backfire.

By Emma Roller

Washington Post

U.S. announces penalties against Saudi agents

in Khashoggi death

Secretary of State Mike Pompeo announced

that the United States is revoking visas for the

Saudi men accused of killing journalist Jamal

Khashoggi at the Saudi Consulate in Istanbul.

    By Kareem Fahim, Tamer El-Ghobashy,

Chico Harlan and John Hudson48 minutes ago



Despite Khashoggi case, U.S. firms and Saudi

prince show up at ‘Davos in the Desert’

Trump officials bypass appeals process to get

issues before conservative Supreme Court

Department of Justice lawyers are increasingly

looking to the justices to overturn what

Attorney General Jeff Sessions says are

overzealous lower-court rulings.

    By Robert Barnes53 minutes ago

NYTimes

ELECTION 2018

14 days left.

Here’s the state of the race.

Georgia’s on our mind, and we’re watching the

House races that Republicans need to defend.

Read this and more in our daily tip sheet.

A 1992 photo shows Stacey Abrams, now

running for Georgia governor, burning a state

flag with a Confederate symbol.

Snapchat said it has helped over 400,000 users

register to vote in a recent two-week period.



Alyssa Pointer/Atlanta Journal-Constitution, via

Associated Press

Live Polls

We’re polling voters live in 2018 battleground

races.

DISTRICT

REP.

DEM.

N.M. 2

Herrell

Torres Small

Calif. 39

Kim

Cisneros

Fla. 26

Curbelo

Mucarsel-Powell

The Campaign Reporter

I’m heading to Georgia for the gubernatorial



debate between Stacey Abrams and Brian

Kemp. Get the latest intel and share your

questions about the midterms. Get updates »

Alex Burns

Why President Trump can’t quit Saudi Crown

Prince Mohammed bin Salman.

An examination of the week’s top stories

(through a gender lens, of course).
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Dow
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LATimes

Putin and Bolton meet; discuss nuclear arms

treaty and next Putin-Trump summit

By Matthew Bodner

Turkish leader says Khashoggi’s killing was



planned in advance

Recep Tayyip Erdogan confirmed in a speech

on Tuesday that Jamal Khashoggi, a Saudi

journalist turned critic, had been killed in a

‘planned operation’ at the Saudi consulate in

Istanbul.

By Nabih Bulos

    • U.S. revoke visas of Saudis implicated in

killing

    • L.A. investment banker Ken Moelis attends

Saudi business summit skipped by some rivals

So many people are buying Mega Millions

tickets that unique number combinations are

shrinking

So many people are buying Mega Millions

tickets that unique number combinations are

shrinking

Plans offer a peek into Elon Musk’s tunnel in

Hawthorne, including an elevator hidden in a

garage

Plans offer a peek into Elon Musk’s tunnel in

Hawthorne, including an elevator hidden in a



garage

Laura J. Nelson

By Laura J. Nelson

AFTERNOON REPORT

Plane crashes onto 101 Freeway in Agoura

Hills

Plane crashes onto 101 Freeway in Agoura

Hills

Sandra Day O'Connor, first female Supreme

Court justice, withdraws from public life after

dementia diagnosis

USC gynecologist accused of abusing patients

faces loss of medical license

Dangerous Category 4 Hurricane Willa closing

in on Mexico's coast

Riverside man accused of selling thousands of

fentanyl pills to undercover Navy investigators 

10-22-18 

    'This bridge, this river, they can't stop me,'

says a mother in Honduras trying to make her

way with a caravan to the US

    Trump is threatening foreign aid over the

new migrant caravan. Here's what's at stake

    Migrants take 2,500-mile journey to America



    Migrant caravan presses north toward US

border

    The caravan's journey, in photos

    mp campaigns for 'Beautiful Ted'

    trump texas rally 102218

    The President is in Texas supporting his old

rival, whom he called 'Lyin' Ted' in 2016

    This is Trump's new nickname for Ted Cruz

    Analysis: Donald Trump regrets nothing

    Trump's got a new tax plan but no details

    Analysis: Texas Democrats need a big

turnout to win

    Today in politics

    Michael Avenatti is ordered to pay $4.8

million to former law partner

    CIA Director Gina Haspel traveling to Turkey

for Khashoggi investigation

    Mueller drills down on Roger Stone's

WikiLeaks contacts

    Paul to Saudi foreign minister: 'It takes a lot

of damn gall' to lecture the US

    President concedes there will be no new tax



cut ahead of midterms

    Bernstein: Why Trump's lying is different

    Opinion: The secret to wooing Latino voters

    Top stories

    Missing 13-year old Wisconsin teenager,

Jayme Closs is missing and in danger, Barron

County Sheriff Chris Fitzgerald said on

Tuesday.

    Sheriff seeks 2,000 volunteers in search for

missing girl

    College student sues senator after cell

phone grab is caught on video

    Woman indicted in US meddling mocks

charges

    Amy Schumer expecting her first child

    Trump supporter at rally joked about slitting

Jim Acosta's throat

    World's longest sea-crossing bridge to open

    155 cases of polio-like illness now under

investigation, CDC says

    Twitter bans more InfoWars accounts



    Today in politics

    Voters cast their ballots on Election Day

November 04, 2008, at Centreville High School

in Clifton, Virginia. Americans crowded polling

stations Tuesday to vote in their historic

election, with front-running Democrat Barack

Obama seeking to become the first black US

president and Republican rival John McCain

battling for a comeback. AFP Photo/Paul J.

Richards (Photo credit should read PAUL J.

RICHARDS/AFP/Getty Images)

    analysis

    President Trump warns people to beware of

voter fraud. It doesn't exist.

    Pelosi says she is 'pretty comfortable' she

will be speaker if Democrats win the House

    Analysis: Trump gets revenge on Ted Cruz

    Opinion: The secret to wooing Latino voters

    The Forecast: Republicans could keep the

House. Here's how.

    Florida gubernatorial hopefuls disagree on

whether Trump is a role model for children

    DeSantis addresses 'monkey' comment

    Opinion: The lesson of Beto O'Rourke's run



    Top stories

    Surveillance footage shows Jamal

Khashoggi (left) as he enters the Saudi

consulate. A senior Turkish official told CNN

the man on the right, Mustafa Al-Madani,

dressed up in Khashoggi&#39;s clothes after

his death.

    CNN Exclusive

    Man was used as a body double for slain

journalist, Turkish source says

    US-led coalition says it struck two ISIS

command centers inside mosques

    Kushner: 'The world is watching' Saudi

probe

    Potentially catastrophic Category 5

Hurricane Willa nearing Mexico's Pacific coast

    World's longest sea-crossing bridge to open

    Black senior voters pulled off bus

    Man launches into racist rant on plane

    Witness: Plane rant was a surreal situation

MSNBC

Velshi & Ruhle

For Fact's Sake: President Trump is wrong

about voter fraud



President Trump is stoking fears, warning of

voter fraud across the country with midterms

just fifteen days away. For Fact’s Sake, Ali

Velshi breaks down how we know for certain

that voter fraud is not the wide-spread problem

the president claims it is.

    Joe: Trump knows he's lying about

November vote

    Trump midterm strategy reflects GOP voter

enthusiasm

    Will midterms prove a 'slam dunk' for

Democrats?

HUFFPOST

GOP GROUP TURNS BLIND EYE TO WHITE

POWER PALS

Trump On Ted Cruz: ‘He’s Not Lyin’ Ted

Anymore. He’s Beautiful Ted’

Trump’s Reported Proposal To Eliminate Trans

Rights Prompts Mass Protests

Giuliani Fundraising After The Proud Boys

Attack By Blaming The ‘Violent Left’

Costa Rica Rafting Accident Kills 4 Americans



Celebrating Bachelor Party

Opinion | The Death Of Shame

Young People Challenge Vatican To Be More

Welcoming Of LGBTQ Catholics

This Turmeric Spice Tea Recipe Can Soothe

Your Angry Skin

Advertisement by HealthiNation

KUSH DODGES ON KHASHOGGI

Jared Kushner Dodges Questions About Saudi

Account Of Jamal Khashoggi’s Death

By Marina Fang

WASHINGTON POST

New video appears to show Saudi suspect

wearing Khashoggi’s clothing

The Saudi government long denied that it killed

journalist Jamal Khashoggi and said he walked

out of its consulate after visiting on Oct. 2. The

body double appeared to be an attempt to back

up that claim, but the cover story fell apart

because the video clearly reveals flaws,

according to a diplomat familiar with the

matter.



    By Erin Cunningham3 hours ago

Kushner declines to say whether he believes

Saudi account of killing

European leaders press for answers on

Khashoggi killing

Germany called for suspending arms sales to

Saudi Arabia, and others may soon push for

“target sanctions” as well.

    By James McAuley and Rick Noack38

minutes ago

Fierce lobbying and charm offensives: How

Saudi Arabia gained power in D.C.

Saudi investment conference’s website hacked

and taken down

‘There has to be a transition at some point,’

Pelosi says about Democratic leadership

House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi walked a

fine line when asked about her future as the

top leader of House Democrats.

    By Mike DeBonis and John Wagner3 hours

ago



(Getty Images)

(Getty Images)

‘It doesn’t matter.’ ‘We’ll see.’ The Trump

Doctrine is sounding more fatalistic every day.

Most presidents maintain that things matter —

life, words, people. So what to make of this

president’s rhetorical trope?

    By Dan Zak

Campaign 2018

‘It doesn’t feel relevant to me’: Despite rising

interest in the midterms, many Americans

don’t plan to vote this year

Montgomery County often has one of the

lowest voting rates in Tennessee — a state

that often has one of the lowest rates in the

country. Some residents cite skepticism and

disillusionment as reasons for declining to cast

ballots.

    By Gabriel Pogrund and Jenna Johnson

Video: Why don’t these Americans vote?



    Trump’s presence is felt in fiery Florida

debate

subscribe

The story must be told.

Your subscription supports journalism that

matters.

Try 1 month for $1

Opinions

Those uncomfortable with #MeToo are going

low. Women, please go high.

    By Patti Davis

We owe it to Khashoggi to silence the Saudi

lobby in Washington

    By Ben Freeman

Your move, Bloomberg

    By Erik Wemple

Trump’s impotent rage over the border could

lead to something drastic



    By Paul Waldman

The left is warming up to the FBI. That’s a

mistake.

    By Chip Gibbons

The depiction of evil in ‘Halloween’ gets what

made the 1978 original so scary

    By Sonny Bunch

More Top Stories

Trump vows to reduce foreign aid as migrant

caravan grows

The president took aim at Guatemala,

Honduras and El Salvador after authorities

failed to halt a group headed for the U.S.

border that has grown to roughly 5,000 people.

    By John Wagner and David Nakamura2 hours

ago

    Analysis: Migrants have a long way to go

before they reach U.S. 



(Christina Riesselman)

(Christina Riesselman)

The Antarctic ice warbled to itself for

centuries. Then the song went flat.

The discordant song told the stories of cold

winds and shifting snow dunes. But in January

2016, the hum faded to something like a dial

tone for two of the warmest weeks on record

for the polar continent.

    By Avi Selk

Mueller examines conflicting accounts as

scrutiny of Roger Stone and WikiLeaks

deepens

Investigators are said to be poring over the

Trump adviser’s public comments and alleged

private assertions that he made in 2016

suggesting he had a way to reach WikiLeaks

founder Julian Assange.

    By Carol D. Leonnig, Manuel Roig-Franzia

and Rosalind S. Helderman

Capital Weather Gang



Powerful East Coast storm may develop Friday

into the weekend

The storm may form as a strong cold front

combines with the remnants of Category 5

Hurricane Willa, which is about to hit Mexico’s

west coast.

    By Jason Samenow3 hours ago

    ‘Potentially catastrophic’ Category 5

Hurricane Willa is headed toward a Tuesday

landfall in Mexico

Perspective

The point we’re missing about ‘BBQ Becky’ and

her sisters

By hashtagging the 911-calling ladies of 2018,

we’re downplaying the true legacy of racism.

    By Monica Hesse

As Trump administration weighs move to

define gender as strictly biological, a

reckoning for a transgender Republican

Jordan Evans, believed to be the lone openly



transgender elected Republican, said she was

"distraught" over news.

    By Isaac Stanley-Becker

‘Halloween’ crushed the box office — and

here’s how Jamie Lee Curtis made history

The highly anticipated horror sequel, a

follow-up to the 1978 classic, raked in $77.5

million over the weekend.

    By Emily Yahr

    The Neil Armstrong movie is struggling at

the box office. Is Marco Rubio’s criticism to

blame?

Visual Stories

(Stephanie Pfriender Stylander/MW Editions)In

Sight

(Stephanie Pfriender Stylander/MW Editions)

Vintage 1990s fashion photos show a young

Kate Moss, rock legend Keith Richards and

more...

(The Washington Post)Graphic



(The Washington Post)

Where the money is going in the final push

before Election Day

(Amber Phillips and Kevin

Uhrmacher/Post)Graphic

(Amber Phillips and Kevin Uhrmacher/Post)

Impeachment, Obamacare and the Supreme

Court: What Democratic control of Congress

would mean for Trump

(Pete Marovich for the Post)Visual Story

(Pete Marovich for the Post)

Can these descendants of enslaved Africans

save their unique culture?

(Maya Alleruzzo/AP)Story

(Maya Alleruzzo/AP)

The orphans left behind by the Islamic State

(Martin Meissner/AP)Photos

(Martin Meissner/AP)

Here are 13 of the week’s best photos

Video

2:11

(Luc Forsyth for The Washington Post)
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    A 14-year-long oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico

verges on becoming one of the worst in U.S.

history

    2

    Powerful East Coast storm may develop

Friday into the weekend

    3

    Opinion Trump’s impotent rage over the

border could lead to something drastic
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    New footage appears to show Saudi suspect

wearing Jamal Khashoggi’s clothing
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15 days left.

Democrats are getting nervous.

Party leaders are losing hope about taking the

Senate. Read this and more in our daily tip

sheet.

A senator from Indiana is testing whether a

Democrat can win re-election in a Trump state

while running on moderation.

Bernie Sanders, stumping for Democrats in

Iowa, warns that a blue wave is far from

definite.

Ethan Miller/Getty Images

Live Polls

We’re polling voters live in 2018 battleground

races.

DISTRICT

REP.

DEM.

Wash. 3

Herrera Beutler

Long

Fla. 27



Salazar

Shalala

Va. 5

Riggleman

Cockburn

The Campaign Reporter

Hey, I’m a politics correspondent for The

Times. I’ll give you the latest reporting and

intel and take your questions from the

campaign trail. Get updates »

Alex Burns

Correspondent

Listen to ‘The Daily’

Who’s allowed to vote in Georgia?

Sign Up: ‘Race/Related’

In this week’s newsletter, an interview about

Jim Crow capitalism and Sears.

The Daily Mini Crossword

Solve this bite-sized puzzle in just a few



minutes.
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Dow
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A DISSIDENT'S KILLING

Saudis Used Khashoggi Double to Create False

Trail in Turkey, Surveillance Images Show

    A man who resembled the dissident

journalist was sent to Turkey and then walked

around in his clothes after Jamal Khashoggi’s

death, a Saudi official acknowledged.

    The use of a “body double” suggests a

premeditated plan to make Mr. Khashoggi

disappear, through death or abduction, and to

cover it up.

A still image from security footage of Jamal

Khashoggi and his fiancée, Hatice Cengiz,



entering their residence shortly after he

returned from London in the early morning of

Oct. 2. A News, via Reuters

Security Images Show Khashoggi and Fiancée

in His Final Hours

The images were published by the Turkish

media as part of the continuing leaks from the

investigation into Mr. Khashoggi’s death inside

the Saudi Consulate.

Jared Kushner said the White House was still

“fact-finding” on the circumstances of Mr.

Khashoggi’s death.

LATimes

Koreatown apartment owner agrees to pay

$2.5 million in settlement of tenants'

discrimination lawsuit

A real estate investment firm has agreed to

pay $2.5 million to settle a federal lawsuit

alleging that it pressured Latino and mentally



disabled tenants to leave its rent-controlled

buildings so it could raise the rents.

Notorious founder of the Billionaire Boys Club

wants parole. It's just his latest con,

prosecutors say

Notorious founder of the Billionaire Boys Club

wants parole. It's just his latest con,

prosecutors say

Richard Winton

By Richard Winton

Flights canceled, cruise ships diverted as

powerful Hurricane Willa threatens Mexico's

coastal resorts, from San Blas to Mazatlan

Flights canceled, cruise ships diverted as

powerful Hurricane Willa threatens Mexico's

coastal resorts, from San Blas to Mazatlan

By Mary Forgione

Hurricane Michael leaves a seaside Florida

town in an existential crisis

Hurricane Michael leaves a seaside Florida

town in an existential crisis

AFTERNOON REPORT

Fury erupts over reported Trump

administration plan to redefine gender and

target civil rights protections for transgender



people

Fury erupts over reported Trump

administration plan to redefine gender and

target civil rights protections for transgender

people

Oculus' Brendan Iribe leaves Facebook,

following exits of WhatsApp and Instagram

leaders

Uber driver in critical condition after being

shot

DNA, luck lead to arrest of transient in slaying

of elderly man in his home

Mueller investigation digs for longtime Trump

advisor Roger Stone's connections to

WikiLeaks

Wells Fargo agrees to $65-million settlement

with New York over unauthorized accounts

scandal 









































Trump praises congressman

for assaulting reporter

Condo owners vote to

strip Trump name

from building

WARREN RELEASES DNA TEST RESULTS

Sen. Elizabeth Warren Releases DNA Test

Results Of Her Ancestry



Alec Baldwin: ‘We Need

To Overthrow The

Government’

    Warren releases DNA

test suggesting distant

Native American

ancestor

BusinessCNBC

Morgan Stanley: The



stock sell-off is going to

get worse

The stock market is in the

middle of a rolling bear

market, says Morgan

Stanley's Mike Wilson.

"It's being caused by a

drain in liquidity and

peaking growth," Wilson

says. The stock market

sell-off is only going to get

worse, predicts Morgan

Stanley's chief U.S. equity



strategist, Mike Wilson.

Politics The Telegraph

Elizabeth Warren urges Trump to make good on

$1 million pledge over DNA tests





Posted October, 2018

by Leo Vidal

Psychologist Says

Trump is Literally

Making Americans Sick

Both professional and amateur psychologists

have long been speculating about President

Donald Trump’s mental instability. Evidence of

this is on display every day in the White House

and in the media as the president’s latest lies

and misbehavior are reported on insatiably.



And now there is new evidence that Trump’s

mental illness may be contagious. According

to a prominent psychologist, his manic

episodes and the need for constant attention is

making more and more Americans filled with

anxiety and in need of their own professional

mental health care.

Jennifer Panning, a psychologist from

Evanston, Illinois, recently spoke with

POLITICO, and shared her views on the mental

health of the president and the entire country.

According to a Panning, Trump has a

distinctive combination of “provocation,

brinkmanship, and self-drama,” that has

caused what she calls “Trump Anxiety

Disorder.” She has achieved a new degree of

fame for being the person who first identified

and named that particular malady. She said

this anxiety disorder is very widespread

throughout the country (possibly the world)

and it even affects people who don’t closely

follow politics or the news.



Panning says that “Trump Anxiety Disorder”

can be identified by noting such symptoms as

“increased worry, obsessive thought patterns,

muscle tension and obsessive preoccupation

with the news.”

Another professional therapist, Cynthia

Baum-Baicker, agrees with this diagnosis. She

is treating a married couple whose sex life has

been undermined by conflicting opinions about

Trump. She said the president is an

omnipresent figure who now looms darkly over

everyone’s lives whether they want him to or

not.

“Authority figures represent the parent, so

President Trump now sits in the seat of parent

for all Americans,” explained Baum-Baicker.

“So my ‘father figure’ is now a bully. He is an

authoritarian who doesn’t believe in studying

and doing homework. Rather than giving

reassurance he creates uncertainty.”

Trump’s negative effect on the mental health

of America is not affecting just liberals either.



“Trump Anxiety Disorder” affects everyone

across the political spectrum and even

conservatives are having major anxiety issues.

Washington D.C. psychotherapist Elisabeth Joy

LaMotte had these insights into this new

mental health phenomenon:

“Conservatives are hurting, too. I view this

anxiety as collective in a very strong sense.

They’re hurting in part because they feel they

don’t have permission to share their real

views, or they feel conflicted because they

agree with things that the president is doing

but they’re uncomfortable with his language

and tactics…. And they feel alienated and

isolated from friends and family who differ

from their views, as if there’s not permission to

view it in a different way in D.C.”

New York psychiatrist Michael Dulchin said

Trump’s unpredictability is creating a great

deal of stress and uncertainty that people

don’t like. “Human beings hate two things,”

Dulchin said. “One is to look to the future and



think you don’t have enough energy to succeed

and live up to your expectations. The other is

to not be able to predict the environment.”

He then added when these two thing are added

together you get one result: “Anxiety and

depression.”

According to POLITICO:

“Empirical data bolsters the anecdotal reports

from practitioners. The American Psychiatric

Association in a May survey found that 39

percent of people said their anxiety level had

risen over the previous year—and 56 percent

were either “extremely anxious” or “somewhat

anxious about “the impact of politics on daily

life.” A 2017 study found two-thirds of

Americans’ see the nation’s future as a “very

or somewhat significant source of stress.”

So now the truth is out. Trump is driving

almost everyone insane. His mental illness is

indeed contagious. Our only hope to get back

on an even keel is to retire him as quickly as



possible from public life. We need to get him

out of our White House and get a new

president who will project calm and stability

and unity and certainty. The nation’s health

depends upon it.





















But america’s still number 1 in crime and has

been so for quite some time despite the under-

reporting of same as well as coverups .....



CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL

CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY

COUNTRY  SHOWING LATEST

AVAILABLE DATA (america is

No. 1).

Rank     Countries    Amount 

# 1  United States: 11,877,218 

# 2  United Kingdom: 6,523,706 

# 3  Germany: 6,507,394 

# 4  France: 3,771,850 

# 5  Russia: 2,952,370 

# 6  Japan: 2,853,739 

# 7  South Africa: 2,683,849 

# 8  Canada: 2,516,918 

# 9  Italy: 2,231,550 

# 10 India: 1,764,630 



DEFINITION: Note: Crime statistics are often

better indicators of prevalence of law

enforcement and willingness to report crime  (I

believe, and facts support, crime in america to

be substantially under-reported and

under-prosecuted owing to pervasive

corruption, arbitrary enforcement of the law,

etc.) than actual prevalence. Moreover, crime

has, along with population steadily increased

in america in the last two decades.



SOURCE: The Eighth United Nations Survey on

Crime Trends and the Operations of Criminal

Justice Systems (2002) (United Nations Office

on Drugs and Crime, Centre for International

Crime Prevention)



Note: Crime statistics are

often better indicators of

prevalence of law

enforcement and

willingness to report

crime  (I believe, and

facts support, crime in

america to be substantial-

ly under-reported and

under-prosecuted owing

to pervasive corruption,

arbitrary enforcement of

the law, etc.) than actual

prevalence.



america’s still number 1 in crime and has been

so for quite some time despite the under-

reporting of same as well as coverups .....

CRIME STATISTICS > TOTAL

CRIMES (MOST RECENT) BY

COUNTRY  SHOWING LATEST

AVAILABLE DATA (america is

No. 1).

Rank     Countries   

# 1        United States



























    The death toll continues to rise, with people

killed by trees or washed away in cars in

Florida, Virginia, North Carolina and Georgia.







 

   

MEXICO BEACH,

FLORIDA - OCTOBER

11: Homes destroyed

by Hurricane Michael

are shown from the air

October 11, 2018 in Mexico Beach, Florida. At

least seven deaths have been attributed to

Michael, the most powerful hurricane on

record to hit Florida&#39;s Panhandle, with

155-mph sustained winds.



Business GoBankingRates

The Stock Market Is

Tanking - Here’s What You

Should Do Now

Warren Buffett just lost billions.

MICHAEL’S AFTERMATH

Storm toll rises to 11; officials say number

could climb again

Virginia authorities said there were five

storm-related fatalities in the state, including

four people swept away by floodwaters.

Deaths also have been reported in three other

states. FEMA Administrator William “Brock”

Long said the toll is likely to go up as workers

venture deeply into devastated areas.



    By J. Freedom du Lac, Mark Berman, Dana

Hedgpeth and Eli Rosenberg1 hour ago

In Virginia, more than 1,200 roads are flooded

or shut down

The Washington Post

Mexico Beach, Fla. transformed: Satellite

images show the devastation 



    Reporter: WH aides 'hugely embarrassed' by

meeting

    White House staffers expressed concerns

about the optics of the president's meeting

with rapper Kanye West, according to a New

York Times reporter.

    Trump 'looks speechless and confused' [and

... duh ... what else is new ... wake up! ]»

   

China’s record trade

surplus with the US



means Trump’s strategy is

“failing”

Trump's trade war with China was supposed to

fix the trade deficit, but Beijing's surplus grew

to a record high in September.

Vox

China posts record trade surplus with the US in

September, Beijing says

China recorded a record trade surplus of

$34.13 billion with the U.S. in September amid

intense trade tensions between the world's

two largest economies.

CNBC

today

The US-China trade war has made China's

trade surplus bigger than ever

Donald Trump's tariffs on China are going

great, the US president assured the world

yesterday. “Their economy has gone down very

substantially,” Trump said ...



Dear Reader,

He’s a successful businessman who never held

public office before winning the Presidency…

He’s coming into power after an electoral

college landslide…

And he did it by beating an out-of-touch New

Yorker opponent.Once in office, he launches a

vast trade war, promising to stand up for

America’s heartland,with 890 increased tariffs.

He even slashes immigration levels to America

by 90%, while cracking down on illegal

immigration through deportations targeting as

many as 1.8 million people.

You may think I’m talking about Donald Trump.

But I’m actually describing Herbert Hoover,

America  31st President.

The similarities between Trump and the man

who saw a Great Depression happen under his

watch are eerie. And they won’t stop here.

Over the last six months, my firm and I have

spent hundreds of hours (and tens of

thousands of dollars) in research to reach one

shocking conclusion. My research shows…

President Trump is about to face a crisis on

the level of what President Hoover saw in



1929.

But it’s not the kind of crisis anyone expects.

And just like with Herbert Hoover – the crisis

could shut Republicans out of the White House

for a generation or longer.

This presentation reveals exactly why.

Sincerely,BrettAitken,Dir.,Stansberry Research

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

              

                                        



Trump's family has been

conning America for decades.

It could cost them millions.





Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/and criminals run the

nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert



Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM



Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico



summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 

  

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

Index of http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

Albert L Peia      http://albertpeia.com 

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan     

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.



It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now

Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan

Collins

People who expected Sen. Susan Collins,

allegedly one of two remaining

   



    





















































tricky dick into

t_rump -pathetic
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Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan

Collins















Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan

Collins

People who expected Sen. Susan Collins,

allegedly one of two remaining



U.S. AOL.com

President Trump leaves Melania in the rain

without an umbrella on their way to Florida --

and Twitter has the best reaction

President Trump and Melania departed to

storm-ravaged Florida on Monday

Politics HuffPost

Former Yale Law School Dean: Kavanaugh's

Confirmation Is An 'American Tragedy'

Robert Post, the former dean of Yale Law



School, minced no words

Should our President build a border wall

between the U.S. and Mexico? Let your voice

be heard. Vote now & defend the rule of law.

Politics Indiewire

Robert Redford: ‘I Feel Out of Place in the

Country I Was Born Into’

"Our civil servants have failed us," he said in a

statement.

Ford's lawyers say Senate Judiciary

Committee failed her

CBS News Videos









    The Senate's vote sets a conservative

majority on the Supreme Court that could last

a generation

    WATCH LIVE Reaction to vote to confirm

Kavanaugh

    Demonstrators descend on DC ahead of

Kavanaugh vote

    Melania Trump speaks out on Kavanaugh

and Ford

    Opinion: How the Democrats got outplayed

on Kavanaugh

    Democrats: Avenatti hurt our case against

Kavanaugh

    Analysis: What Kavanaugh's confirmation

would mean

    Analyst stuns with response to Ford

question

    Ford's sister-in-law: Manchin, Collins created

an 'alternate reality'

    Today in politics

    Sen Collins: 'I do not believe that Brett

Kavanaugh was Ford's assailant

    The effort to unseat Susan Collins in 2020 is



already underway  Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan Collins

People who expected Sen. Susan Collins, allegedly one of two

remaining

    Obama official hints at Collins challenge

    Analysis: Trump is on a winning streak

    Protesters interrupt final vote in chamber

    Melania's hat evokes colonialist comparison

    In pictures: Melania Trump in Africa

    Analysis: Where women are turning toward

Democrats. And where they're not

    Trust the polls: This Senate Democrat is in

trouble

   

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons



/and criminals run the

nation



 













Top stories

    Going, going, gone: Banksy art shreds itself

after $1.4M sale

    See the moment Banksy painting

'self-destructs'

    Admiral warns of Russian submarine threat

    Check your fridge and garage for all these

things recalled this week



    

Robin Brown Guist shared a link.

independent.co.uk

A Yale Historian believes Donald Trump is

behaving like Adolf Hitler in the 1930s

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation



Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan Collins



People who expected Sen. Susan Collins, allegedly one of two

remaining







ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 

ANOTHER TRILLION IN

DEBT 
Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than direct as in the

federal/filed scenario as documented), blumenthal

the fake vietnam marine of connecticut fame is no

better in terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut which helped mobster/

fraud/criminal trump and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total bulls**t america

/americans are! [ To the FBI field office, New Haven,

Ct., per their request: 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosumm

arytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf      ]

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoa

netals.htm 

Wake Up! In the USA-The

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
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Robin Brown Guist

Great...

usatoday.com

President Donald Trump

unpopular across globe

and America's standing

dropped, new poll shows



The Pew survey comes as Trump's second year

in office draws to a close. In that time, the

American president has made waves across

the world with his attacks on multilateral

institutions, such as the United Nations and

NATO, and his public spats with key allies,

including Canadian Prime Minister Justin

Trudeau and British Prime Minister Theresa

May.

The poll also comes just one week after Trump

and other world leaders gathered in New York

for the U.N. General Assembly. Trump's



message – vowing to put American sovereignty

over multilateralism – was not well received.

Key U.S. allies also sharply rejected Trump's

hard line against Iran.

Pew surveyed more than 26,000 people in 25

countries, from May 20 to Aug. 12. The center,

which studies public opinion and demographic

trends, released the poll late Monday.

There were some bright spots for the U.S., with

residents of Israel, the Philippines and South

Korea registering overwhelmingly positive

attitudes toward America.

But in other countries, many respondents said

the U.S. is not stepping up to solve global

crises like it used to, and America’s reputation

as a champion of freedom has also waned.

Read more: Trump's boast at the United

Nations prompts laughter from world leaders

and ridicule on Twitter

“Frustrations with the U.S. in the Trump era



are particularly common among some of

America’s closest allies and partners,” the Pew

report concludes.

In Germany, for example, only 10 percent of

those surveyed said they had confidence in

Trump, 75 percent said the U.S. is now doing

less to address global problems, and many

believe the U.S. no longer respects personal

freedoms.

Trump gets his lowest marks from those living

right next door in Mexico – with only 6 percent

of respondents saying they trust Trump as a

leader. The president repeatedly pledge since

his presidential campaign to build a wall on the

southern border with Mexico. About

one-quarter of Canadians rate Trump

positively.

In Russia, only 26 percent of those surveyed

voiced a favorable opinion of the U.S., a drop

from 41 percent in 2017, and just 19 percent

Russians have a positive view of Trump.



German Chancellor Angela Merkel has the

highest rating among the five leaders tested,

with 52 percent saying they trust her. French

President Emmanuel Macron earned a 42

percent positive rating.

In a similar 2017 poll, Pew found that global

opinion of the U.S. had "dropped precipitously"

after Trump's election. Former President

Barack Obama, who championed

multilateralism and nurtured ties with foreign

leaders, was seen as a more trustworthy

steward of global affairs, with a median of 64

percent expressing confidence in his ability to

direct American foreign policy, the 2017 survey

found. 



Politics HuffPost

The Fraudulence (and flatulence) Of Susan Collins
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Wake Up! In the USA-The
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called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent



albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

sho ulda

alre ady

bee n

reso lved

acc ordin

g to law

and tell

"poc ahont

as"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small



request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as



documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico



summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:
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http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump



Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!

















N.Y. tax agency weighs

probe after report that

Trump family built wealth

through tax-avoidance

schemes and fraud



Trump Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes as He

Reaped Riches From His Father

The president has long sold himself as a

self-made billionaire, but a Times investigation



found that he received at least $413 million in

today’s dollars from his father’s real estate

empire, much of it through tax dodges in the

1990s.

Trump Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes as He

Reaped Riches From His Father



The president has long sold himself as a

self-made billionaire, but a Times investigation

found that he received at least $413 million in

today’s dollars from his father’s real estate



empire, much of it through tax dodges in the

1990s.

Donald Trump and the

Self-Made Sham

Trump’s Newest Taunt and How Misogyny

Rules

Brett Kavanaugh has spent his entire life

justifying an unjust system



TRUMP WARNS NYT!







Jeff

Doll

Jeff

Doll

His

dad



should try one of those hair

nets.





























Susan Edelman Blank

9 hrs ·

In July 2016, I signed the Citizen Therapists

Against Trumpism Manifesto. Unfortunately,

everything we feared has come to pass. As we

prepare for the next election, please reread

this depiction of the dystopian society we now

endure. If we do not choose wisely, it will get

worse:

A Public Manifesto: Citizen Therapists Against

Trumpism

As psychotherapists practicing in the United

States, we are alarmed by the rise of the



ideology of Trumpism, which we see as a

threat to the well-being of the people we care

for and to American democracy itself. We

cannot remain silent as we witness the rise of

an American form of fascism. We can leverage

this time of crisis to deepen our commitment

to American democracy.

What is Trumpism?

Trumpism is an ideology, not an individual, and

it may well endure and grow after the

Presidential election even if Donald Trump is

defeated. (Variants can be seen all over

Europe.) Trumpism is a set of ideas about

public life and a set of public practices



characterized by:

- Scapegoating and banishing groups of people

who are seen

as threats, including immigrants and religious

minorities.

-Degrading, ridiculing, and demeaning rivals

and critics.

- Fostering a cult of the Strong Man who:

- Appeals to fear and anger

- Promises to solve our problems if we just

trust in him

- Reinvents history and has little concern for

truth

- Never apologizes or admits mistakes of

consequence



- Sees no need for rational persuasion

- Subordinates women while claiming to

idealize them

- Disdains public institutions like the courts

when they are not

subservient

- Champions national power over international

law and respect

for other nations

- Incites and excuses public violence by

supporters

At the political level, Trumpism is an emerging

form of American fascism, a point being made

by social critics across the political spectrum,

including Robert Reich, Robert Kagan, and



Andrew Sullivan. As journalist Adam Gopnik

points out, whether or not the term “fascism”

fully fits, it’s clear that the American Republic

faces a clear and present danger when the

candidate of a major political party embraces

an anti-democratic ideology. At the cultural

level, the Urban Dictionary has defined

Trumpism as “the belief system that

encourages pretentious, narcissistic behavior

as a way to achieve money, fame, and power.”

What are the Effects of Trumpism?

- Fear and alienation among scapegoated

groups, beginning

with Latino immigrants and Muslims, and then



other groups

who become identified as threats

- Exaggerated masculinity as a cultural ideal,

with particular

influence on young people and economically

insecure men

- Coarsening of public life by personal attacks

on those who

disagree

- Erosion of the American democratic tradition

which has

emphasized the agency of we-the-people

instead of the - ------ Strong Man tradition of

power

Where Did Trumpism Come From?



This question is bigger than Donald Trump. The

next public figure to capture the wave of

Trumpism may be less clownish and have a

better set of movement-building skills, and

thus be even more dangerous. Following is a

partial list of forces that underlie Trumpism:

- Economic insecurity, particularly among

working-class

Americans

- The threat of terrorism since 9/11

- Fear of immigrants (related to economic

insecurity and

threats of terrorism)

- Distrust for government and politicians at a

time of polarized



gridlock

- Growing distrust for other institutions such as

religion, the

press, and the courts

- Rapid cultural change that has left many

people confused

and alienated

Why Therapists Must Speak Out

We must speak out for the well-being of people

we treat and care for in our work. Trumpism

will undermine the emotional health of those

seen as the “other” in America—both

historically denigrated groups and those

whose turn will come. And it will compromise



the integrity of those who are seduced by the

illusion that real Americans can only become

winners if others become losers. The public

rhetoric of Trumpism normalizes what

therapists work against in our work: the

tendency to blame others in our lives for our

personal fears and insecurities and then battle

these others instead of taking the healthier but

more difficult path of self-awareness and

self-responsibility. It also normalizes a kind of

hyper-masculinity that is antithetical to the

examined life and healthy relationships that

psychotherapy helps people achieve. Simply

stated, Trumpism is inconsistent with

emotionally healthy living—and we have to say

so publicly.



We must speak out for the well-being of our

democracy, which is both a way of living and

acting together and a set of political

institutions. Therapists have taken for granted

how our work relies on a democratic tradition

that gives people a sense of personal agency

to create new narratives and take personal

and collective responsibility for themselves,

their families, and their communities. Reliance

on a Strong Man who will solve our problems

and deal with internal and external enemies is

a direct threat to the democratic basis of

psychotherapy. Therapy only flourishes on

democratic soil.

Why speak collectively? Our responses thus far



have been primarily personal—and too often

confined to arm-chair diagnoses of Donald

Trump. But a collective crisis faces our nation,

a harkening back to the economic depression

and demoralization of the 1930s (which fed

European fascism) and the upheaval over Jim

Crow and Black civil rights in the 1950s.

Fortunately, the resolution of these crises led

to a deepening of American democracy, not

the abandonment of it. Martin Luther King,

influenced by his mentor Bayard Rustin and by

theologian Reinhold Niebuhr, didn’t just

critique unjust systems from the outside. He

called for strategic, collective work to take

back an American democracy that belongs to

all the people. As therapists, we have been



entrusted by society with collective

responsibility in the arena of mental,

behavioral, and relational health. When there is

a public threat to our domain of responsibility

we must speak out together, not just to protest

but to deepen our commitment to a just

society and a democratic way of life. This

means being citizen therapists who are

concerned with community well-being as much

as personal well-being, since the two are

inextricably joined.

Where We Stand as Citizen Therapists

We understand the draw of Trumpism and we

acknowledge that some of our fellow citizens,



and some of our clients, voted for Donald

Trump not because they embrace all aspects

of Trumpism but because they are frustrated

with their circumstances and fed up with the

current political system. We are against

Trumpism and its architects, not against those

who are inclined to give it a chance to change

the direction of the country.

But we reject the false equivalence of saying

that because there is dishonesty and

demagoguery on all political sides, why not

support someone from the outside? Trumpism

is qualitatively different. To repeat: Trumpism

undermines the core of American democracy

by promoting the idea of a single leader who



will bring greatness to the nation by battling

Those People. Democracy requires personal

and collective agency so that we can work

together across differences to solve problems

and develop a shared way of life.

Psychotherapists must be firmly on the side of

democracy and work in solidarity with groups

directly threatened by current and future

versions of Trumpism. This work does not end

with the election. The wake-up call has been

received. Our first response is this manifesto.

More to follow.

Therefore, as citizen therapists, we stand

united against the dangerous ideology of

Trumpism, and we encourage others to join us



in a deepened commitment to a democratic

way of life that engages the talents, yearnings,

and capacities of all the people.

citizentherapists.com

Manifesto | Citizen Therapists for Democracy

Citizen Therapists Against Trumpism Manifesto

Sign

ers

(now

…



Canadians on New Trade Deal: 'Do Not

Consider the Friendship Resurrected'

    Crowd gasped and loudly booed Lindsey

Graham after making trailer park comparison

to Dr. Ford

    Lindsey Graham on Dr. Ford: This is what

happens when you go through a trailer park

with a $100 bill: yes, bitchy homo graham

should know from personal experience ...



World Associated Press

Pompeo backs away from denuclearization

goal for North Korea

Mike Pompeo distanced himself from a

previously stated goal of getting North Korea

to abandon its nuclear weapons by January

2021. [Another bulls**t fake accomplishment

that was relentlessly bragged about by this

corrupt, criminal, fraudulently trumpian

administration!]

Porcine Sanders defends Trump's attack on

Kavanaugh accuser Christine Blasey Ford -



oink, oink, oink ..... she loves the mud .....

Maddow: Fraud of Trump's

self-made persona

exposed in father's

financials ... total fraud!

Inconsistencies in Trump taxes raised red

flags for NYT reporters

Trumps could face legal liability for newly

exposed schemes

Rachel Maddow



Trumps could face legal liability for newly

exposed schemes



THE TRUMP INHERITANCE

Trump Engaged in Suspect Tax Schemes as He

Reaped Riches From His Father

    President Trump has long sold himself as a

self-made billionaire, but a Times investigation

found that he received at least $413 million in

today’s dollars from his father’s real estate

empire.

    The president participated in dubious tax

schemes during the 1990s, including instances

of outright fraud, that greatly increased the

fortune he received from his parents.

11 Takeaways From The Times’s Investigation



Into Trump’s Wealth

Based on a trove of confidential financial

records, the Times report offers the first

comprehensive look at the inherited fortune

and tax dodges that guaranteed Donald Trump

a gilded life.

New York City has joined state regulators in

examining whether Mr. Trump and his family

underpaid taxes.



Illustration by Andy Gilmore

How Do You Take a Picture of a Black Hole?

Take picture of t_rump!



Susan Edelman Blank

“If the US has someone whom historians will

look back on as the gravedigger of American

democracy, it is Mitch McConnell.”

vox.com

A leading Holocaust historian just seriously

compared the US to Nazi Germany



Robin Brown Guist



The Senators who were undecided met with

constituents yesterday to hear their

concerns.....EXCEPT for Susan Collins who had

her staff do her job. Coward? Doesn’t care?

Yes!

Sen. Susan Collins (R-Maine- what can you

expect from an ugly old whore like collins who

couldn’t / wouldn’t empathize with such

confronting Ford et als, plus the need for

continued coverup ) 







Politics

HuffPost

The

Fraudulence

(and

flatulence) Of

Susan Collins

People who

expected Sen.

Susan Collins,

allegedly one

of two

remaining
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Politics AFP

Nikki Haley suddenly resigns as Trump's UN

ambassador



























































































Trump’s claims prompt laughter

The Debrief

‘People actually laughed at a president’: At

U.N., Trump suffers fate he always feared

The president had long accused American

leaders of being taken advantage of by foreign

counterparts. But on Tuesday, he was the one

who suffered the indignity.

    By David Nakamura

































































































Trump is the

laughingstock of the

world

    By Dana Milbank



Trump is the laughingstock

of the world
    By Dana Milbank

Trump’s America is a bully, not a beacon



    By Karen Tumulty



























Aw, what a cute little mental case, that

kavanaugh ... kind of in the league of total

fraud kennedy, not to mention (sc)alito ...

america the corrupt shithole ..... how pathetic!

(Obtained by The Post)Analysis

The 1982 calendar that Kavanaugh submitted

to senators, annotated

To rebut an allegation that he assaulted a

teenage girl at a party while he was in high

school, the judge gave lawmakers a calendar

of his activities for that summer. (Well, there

you go ... evidence of no assault if he didn’t

write assault in his calendar, then no assault

occurrred ..... republicamericano logic...)



























































Melania Trump to Survivors of

Sexual Assault: Don't Report

Unless You Have Evidence

Sounds like a very trumpian plan

... hmmm









    Audible laughter broke out among the

assembled diplomats when Trump used his

address to the General Assembly to boast

about his achievements as president.

    Trump denies mockery »



Politics HuffPost Christine Blasey Ford Offers

Senate 4 Affidavits Backing Her Claim Against

Kavanaugh























































Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation
Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:



I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT



Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme



court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back



the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with



Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!































Dear Reader,

He’s a successful businessman who never held

public office before winning the Presidency…

He’s coming into power after an electoral

college landslide…

And he did it by beating an out-of-touch New

Yorker opponent.Once in office, he launches a

vast trade war, promising to stand up for

America’s heartland,with 890 increased tariffs.

He even slashes immigration levels to America

by 90%, while cracking down on illegal

immigration through deportations targeting as

many as 1.8 million people.



You may think I’m talking about Donald Trump.

But I’m actually describing Herbert Hoover,

America  31st President.

The similarities between Trump and the man

who saw a Great Depression happen under his

watch are eerie. And they won’t stop here.

Over the last six months, my firm and I have

spent hundreds of hours (and tens of

thousands of dollars) in research to reach one

shocking conclusion. My research shows…

President Trump is about to face a crisis on

the level of what President Hoover saw in

1929.

But it’s not the kind of crisis anyone expects.



And just like with Herbert Hoover – the crisis

could shut Republicans out of the White House

for a generation or longer.

This presentation reveals exactly why.

Sincerely,BrettAitken,

Director,Stansberry Research



Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are,

from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed

scenario as documented),

blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups

(also - forwarded to Sen. Warren



to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-

necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total

bulls**t america/americans are!



Politics HuffPost

Mark Judge Went To His Lawyer’s Office Right

When Senate Was Voting On Brett Kavanaugh

WASHINGTON ¯ Mark Judge, the man who was

said to be present when Brett

Blumenthal: Republicans will be 'condemned

by history' if they vote on Kavanaugh before



FBI probe

Yahoo View

FBI background investigation into Kavanaugh

is 'uncharted territory,' expert says

ABC News

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf  ]
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Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:
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unequivocally are, from observation/
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Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.



Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!













































   The Hill

Lawyer Michael Avenatti torched President

Trump after Trump attacked him for the first

time: "You are an habitual liar and complete

narcissist who also is a disgrace as a

president and embarrassment to our nation."

thehill.com



Avenatti fires back at

Trump: 'Habitual liar and

complete narcissist'
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shocking conclusion. My research shows…

President Trump is about to face a crisis on

the level of what President Hoover saw in
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could shut Republicans out of the White House

for a generation or longer.
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Sincerely,BrettAitken,Dir.,Stansberry Research





















Graham O'Donoghoe: Freshly douched and

ready for Kim Jong Un.. Pictures In History

 Happy 72nd Birthday Mr. President.

Share

Most Relevant

Comments

Scott Gregory: Worst human being since Hitler.

Graham O'Donoghoe: Freshly douched and

ready for Kim Jong Un...





Larry Rosefield shared a

post.

and you know phony,

donny

















Unless you’re talking about a faux appearance

on a comedy show .....
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Is that anything like John Kerry's small
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From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM
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Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as



documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 
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Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our
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most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump



Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!
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 Susan Edelman Blank

Please share this letter regarding children

being held in detention camps:

Dear President Trump,

As of September, hundreds of children remain

separated from their parents, in spite of the

deadline set by a federal judge in late July for

your administration to reunite the more than

2500 children that had been separated from

their parents due to your Zero Tolerance

Policy. We now know that over 13,000 migrant



children are locked in family detention centers

throughout the United States.

Make no mistake, Mr. Trump: detaining

children and their parents is not an alternative

or a correction of the Zero-Tolerance Policy. It

is a substitution of one traumatizing and

terrorizing situation for another. And it is our

expert opinion that indefinite detentions of

children and their parents is child abuse.

President Trump, your consistently misguided

and inhumane immigration policies are

traumatizing children and families seeking

asylum. By implementing your policies, Jeff

Sessions and the Justice Department, along

with Kirjsten Nielsen and the Department of



Homeland Security, are criminally and

intentionally perpetuating child abuse. In

addition, you are all defying the 1997 Flores

Agreement, which mandates that migrant

children shall not be held longer than 20 days

in detention. You have either come to the

irrational and illegal conclusion that detaining

children in custody with their parents is less

abusive or, alternatively, you simply do not

care that these children are being traumatized.

Let us remind you that within these detention

centers, children and parents are given badges

and numbers. Their lives are dictated by

schedules enforced by guards they do not

know who treat them like criminals. While

there is variability from child to child, we know



that it is destabilizing for a child to see a

parent in a consistent state of fear,

hopelessness, or helplessness. When a child

continually sees his or her parents confused

and disempowered, the world turns into a

frightening place where they can feel

responsible for their parents’ well-being in a

role reversal that can have long-lasting effects.

You are a parent, Mr. Trump. You must know

that in optimal environments, parents help

children know when it is time to sleep, eat, or

wake up. In detention centers, it is the guards,

untrained in child care or family health, who

are in charge of children and parents. There is

limited opportunity for



families to be together and play together

freely, and there are reports of children being

disciplined for climbing into their mothers’

beds for comfort. You may not care that

parents must endure having to decide between

holding their frightened child and not doing

anything that might threaten the possibility of

asylum, but we do.

President Trump, there are multiple reports of

children in detention centers becoming violent

towards themselves and others; of not eating;

of not sleeping; of not playing; of having

suicidal thoughts; of exhibiting symptoms of

anxiety and depression and acute and

post-traumatic stress. There are also reports



of physical and sexual abuse and the denial of

medical treatment when timely care is critical.

These children will be more likely to suffer

from substance abuse, future trauma, heart

disease and poorer overall health, difficulty in

relationships, attention problems, and are

likely to live a life of looking over their

shoulder in fear and avoiding social programs

that could ease their suffering.

We want you to know, resident trump, that we

are unwavering in our position that these cruel

and abusive policies are a consequence of

your misguided and dangerous thinking. And

your Republican held Congress continues to

fail to hold you and your administration



accountable for the enactment of policies that

are inhumane and illegal. To be clear, Mr.

Trump, the indefinite detention of children

amounts to child abuse, and the International

Criminal Court identifies engaging and en-

forcing child abuse a crime against humanity.

In the United States of America and in the year

2018, children are being moved in the middle

of the night with no more regard for the

psychological and physiological disruption this

causes than we would show farm animals.

President Trump, you are traumatizing over

13,000 children without blinking an eye, but we

are not blind. Our eyes will be kept open and

we will continue to speak as witnesses of a

deliberate cruelty that does the opposite of



keeping us safe. Both the law and our basic

humanity compel us to hold you accountable

for this abuse, and we will continue to do so.

We are watching, Mr. Trump. The world is

watching. And we will remember this atrocity

ten fold in November.

Authors: Dana L. Sinopoli, PsyD, Clinical

Psychologist in private practice,Philadelphia, 

Robin G. Freedman, M.A., LPC,

Psychotherapist,Lafayette Hill,PA,Cherry Hillnj 

Mary Intermaggio, R.N., Neonatal and Pediatric

Intensive Care(retired), San Rafael, California

Barbara Lavi, PsyD, Clinical Child and Adult

Psychologist,ACT NowPsychotherapyWestonCt

Bandy X. Lee, M.D., M.Div., Forensic

Psychiatrist at Yale School of Medicine and



project leader for the World HealthOrganization

Signatories: National Coalition of Concerned

Mental Health Experts Psychologists for Social

Responsibility   Psychotherapy Action Network

























Hot Topic

Kislyak goes on Russian State TV and says: It

would take him “20 minutes” to name all

Trump officials he met during campaign

    When asked to name names: “First, I’m

never going to do that,” he said. “And second,

the list is so long that I’m not going to be able

to go through it in 20 minutes.”

This is stunning for two reasons: 1) The fact

that there were so many involved, and 2) the

fact that he’s now admitting publicly to the

meetings.











Politics The Cut

Kavanaugh’s Yale Classmate Calls Out His

‘Blatant Lying’ at Hearing

“While at Yale, he was a big partier, often

drank to excess, and there had to be a number

of nights where he does not remember.”

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are,

from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed



scenario as documented),

blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups

(also - forwarded to Sen. Warren

to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-

necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total



bulls**t america/americans are!
[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ]
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experience in connecticut (though less than
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documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.
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Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:
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A top Democrat promised an investigation into

allegations against Judge Kavanaugh if the

party wins control of the House in the

Senate narrowly

approves Brett

Kavanaugh to

Supreme Court,

cementing

conservative

majority

Kavanaugh was confirmed 50-48-1, the

narrowest margin in modern history. 

By Jennifer Haberkorn



10-10-18  Potentially catastrophic Category 4

hurricane is approaching the Florida Panhandle

with 150 mph winds    Pictures: Hurricane

Michael strikes Florida Panhandle



    

Too late to evacuate: Governor warns

residents to seek refuge

    Deadly hazards: Why Michael is a monster

unlike any other

    Lots of wind, rain: What key Florida cities

can expect to see

    Historic fury: Michael will be one for the

record books

 

Michael turns deadly





Florida beach town in ruins



 



SAVAGE STORM: 780,000 WITHOUT POWER



CNN’s Brooke Baldwin On Michael Damage:

‘I’ve Never Seen Anything Like This’ 



Michael moves into the Carolinas after lashing

Florida, Georgia



Hospitals Evacuated Amid Vast Rescue

Operation in Florida Panhandle

















10-11-18 

Beach town in ruins





















Kanye West Sings Trump's

Praises

'Kanye West is what

happens when Negroes

don't read': CNN panel

bashes rapper and Donald

Trump Jr. isn't having it

Yahoo Celebrity









































Dear Reader,

He’s a successful businessman who never held

public office before winning the Presidency…

He’s coming into power after an electoral

college landslide…

And he did it by beating an out-of-touch New

Yorker opponent.Once in office, he launches a

vast trade war, promising to stand up for

America’s heartland,with 890 increased tariffs.

He even slashes immigration levels to America

by 90%, while cracking down on illegal

immigration through deportations targeting as



many as 1.8 million people.

You may think I’m talking about Donald Trump.

But I’m actually describing Herbert Hoover,

America  31st President.

The similarities between Trump and the man

who saw a Great Depression happen under his

watch are eerie. And they won’t stop here.

Over the last six months, my firm and I have

spent hundreds of hours (and tens of

thousands of dollars) in research to reach one

shocking conclusion. My research shows…

President Trump is about to face a crisis on

the level of what President Hoover saw in

1929.



But it’s not the kind of crisis anyone expects.

And just like with Herbert Hoover – the crisis

could shut Republicans out of the White House

for a generation or longer.

This presentation reveals exactly why.

Sincerely,BrettAitken,Dir.,Stansberry Research















    































Hurricane Michael makes landfall as powerful

Category 4 storm in Florida Panhandle

The storm is the worst to hit the Florida 

Panhandle in recorded history. Oct.10.2018 /



The latest on Hurricane Michael:

• The Category 4 storm made landfall near

Mexico Beach, Fla., Wednesday.





















    Hurricane Michael

slams Florida with

strongest winds since

1992



    BREAKING



breakdown, crashes below 200-day moving

average as selling accelerates

    3:48p

    All 30 Dow stocks trading

lower, led by Nike's 6.6%

drop

    Nasdaq tumbles 268

points, or 3.5%, to 7,467

    3:44p

    30-year Treasury yield

hits four-year high after tepid showing in debt

auctions

    3:44p



    Dr. Doom says bitcoin

represents the ‘mother of all

bubbles’

   

























































































    Italian bond investors

gear up for big test as

debt auction looms

    Sears would be a brand

that has ‘no value’ if it

files for bankruptcy



dow

25,598.74

-831.83

-3.15%

nasdaq

7,422.05

-315.97

-4.08%

s&p 500



2,785.68

-94.66

-3.29%

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the



prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,



shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request



Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great



fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...
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On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...
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PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).



Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer



(Florida). Please chip in now!

Dear Reader,

He’s a successful businessman who never held

public office before winning the Presidency…

He’s coming into power after an electoral

college landslide…

And he did it by beating an out-of-touch New

Yorker opponent.Once in office, he launches a

vast trade war, promising to stand up for

America’s heartland,with 890 increased tariffs.

He even slashes immigration levels to America

by 90%, while cracking down on illegal



immigration through deportations targeting as

many as 1.8 million people.

You may think I’m talking about Donald Trump.

But I’m actually describing Herbert Hoover,

America  31st President.

The similarities between Trump and the man

who saw a Great Depression happen under his

watch are eerie. And they won’t stop here.

Over the last six months, my firm and I have

spent hundreds of hours (and tens of

thousands of dollars) in research to reach one

shocking conclusion. 



My research shows…

President Trump is about to face a crisis on

the level of what President Hoover saw in

1929.

But it’s not the kind of crisis anyone expects.

And just like with Herbert Hoover – the crisis

could shut Republicans out of the White House

for a generation or longer.

This presentation reveals exactly why.

Sincerely, Brett Aitken,

Director, Stansberry Research





True of course ... america’s a total

fraud/bulls**t ... Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump,

gop et als unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:



http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]
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True of course

... america’s a

total fraud/

bulls**t ...

Pathetic as

kavanaugh,

trump, gop et

als unequivo-

cally are, from

observation/

experience in

connecticut

(though less

than direct as

in the federal/

filed scenario



as documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[To FBI field office, New Haven, Ct. as per their 

request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf  ]

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 
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Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III



Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT



Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme



court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:
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On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back



the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with



Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than direct as in the

federal/filed scenario as documented), blumenthal

the fake vietnam marine of connecticut fame is no

better in terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut which helped mobster/

fraud/criminal trump and typifies the great fraud/

whore america ... what total bulls**t america

/americans are! [ To the FBI field office, New Haven,

Ct., per their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/ricosumm

arytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]



http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoa

netals.htm 
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Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM



Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great



fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 
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PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).



Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer



(Florida). Please chip in now!





























Come on ... this country’s a total fraud!!!!!

[To FBI field office,New Haven,Ct,their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico



summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf ] 
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Kavanaugh
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Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III



Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request



Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great



fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 

  

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com
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Albert L Peia      http://albertpeia.com 

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan     

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).



Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.

Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer



(Florida). Please chip in now!

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation



Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what coulda,

shoulda already been resolved according to

law and tell "pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren



Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's small

request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/



experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to mention

new jersey, virginia, new york (ct of appeals,

2nd cir), california, etc., D.C. (u.s. supreme

court), et als} which helped mobster/fraud

/criminal trump and typifies the great

fraud/whore america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per



their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf          ] 

  

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA  http://albertpeia.com  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA ALBERT LOUIS PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...
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On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>
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wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan     

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of the

United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018, 10:38:57 AM

PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to electing

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


Democrats, transforming our broken campaign

finance system, and ultimately ending Citizens

United. If you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe, click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is threatening

health care, immigration, voting rights, and

campaign finance reform.

But standing together, we can stop the Trump

agenda and work towards a brighter future for

America. Can you contribute $5 to take back

the House this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum already.



Every day, more people join our movement to

fight back against the intolerance,

discrimination, and injustice of the Trump

Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through Election

Day.

2018 is our chance to put our grassroots

energy to the test. It’s our chance to reclaim

the House and restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand with

Democrats Joe Radinovich (Minnesota),

Anthony Brindisi (New York), and Lauren Baer

(Florida). Please chip in now!



Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als



unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]



http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/Pei

avCoanetals.htm 

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan
http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/PeiavCoanetals.htm
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helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]
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Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) which included fbi/

doj/judicial coverups in con-necticut which

helped mobster/fraud/criminal trump and

typifies the great fraud/ whore america ... what

total bulls**t america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico



summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf    ]

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan 
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Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation

Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>



To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what

coulda, shoulda already been resolved

according to law and tell

"pocahontas"



Personal request

Yahoo/Sent



albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's

small request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia

<albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry

<admin@endcitizensunited.org>



Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018,

10:03:02 AM PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et

als unequivocally are, from

observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than direct

as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake

vietnam marine of connecticut fame is



no better in terms of coverups (also -

forwarded to Sen. Warren to no avail)

(obama, holder, clinton, bush, et als)

which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to

mention new jersey, virginia, new york

(ct of appeals, 2nd cir), california, etc.,

D.C. (u.s. supreme court), et als} which

helped mobster/fraud /criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/whore

america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!



[ To the FBI field office, New Haven,

Ct., per their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyof

perjury.pdf          ]    
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the United States government

(legislative, judicial, and executive

branches...
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On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14

AM PDT, John Kerry

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan    
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http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan  

ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of

the United States government

(legislative, judicial, and executive

branches...

On Saturday, October 6, 2018,

10:38:57 AM PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan


 End Citizens United is dedicated to

electing Democrats, transforming our

broken campaign finance system, and

ultimately ending Citizens United. If

you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe,

click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is

threatening health care, immigration,

voting rights, and campaign finance

reform.

But standing together, we can stop



the Trump agenda and work towards a

brighter future for America. Can you

contribute $5 to take back the House

this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in

November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum

already. Every day, more people join

our movement to fight back against

the intolerance, discrimination, and

injustice of the Trump Administration.



It’s crucial that we keep it up through

Election Day.

2018 is our chance to put our

grassroots energy to the test. It’s our

chance to reclaim the House and

restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand

with Democrats Joe Radinovich

(Minnesota), Anthony Brindisi (New

York), and Lauren Baer (Florida).

Please chip in now!



Politics The Wrap

Jim Carrey Seeks Vengeance for

Accuser of ‘Privileged Kavanaugh

Goon’ in Latest Artwork

Jim Carrey wasted no time reacting to

the confirmation of Supreme Court

nominee Brett Kavanaugh on

Saturday. Following the Senate’s

confirmation of Kavanaugh by a 50-48

vote, actor-artist Carrey took to



Twitter to pay tribute to Dr. Christine

Blasey Ford, who accused Kavanaugh

of sexual misconduct against her

decades ago. The actor’s latest

artwork depicted Ford awash in the

colors red, white and blue.



The Late Show with Stephen Colbert-

After mocking Christine Blasey Ford at

a Mississippi rally, there’s only one

woman left voting for Trump,and we

have her photo above:











Come on ... this country’s a total

fraud!!!!! Total bulls**t!!!!! [To FBI field

office,New Haven, Connecticut, at

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyof

perjury.pdf   ]

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan 
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coan/PeiavCoanetals.htm 
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Headlines



More Headlines

Ford would have ruled out

much-scrutinized Kavanaugh calendar

date, her team says - POLITICO

Ford would have ruled out

much-scrutinized Kavanaugh calendar

date, her team says

Kavanaugh said that any event like

the one at which Ford said she was

assaulted would appear on his

calendar.

POLITICO



Sen. Feinstein on most 'notable' part

of FBI probe

CNN

Pressure mounts on 4 swing senators

to decide Kavanaugh's fate, on heels

of FBI report

Wake Up! In the USA-The

inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation



Re: I’m asking you directly Albert

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Joe Kennedy III

Oct 6 at 3:59 PM

Well, Joe:

I'm asking you directly to resolve what

coulda, shoulda already been resolved

according to law and tell

"pocahontas"



Per sona



l request

Yahoo/Sent

albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To:Elizabeth Warren

Oct 5 at 9:02 AM

Is that anything like John Kerry's

small request?

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan/

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia



<albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: John Kerry

<admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018,

10:03:02 AM PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et

als unequivocally are, from

observation/ experience in

connecticut (though less than direct



as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake

vietnam marine of connecticut fame is

no better in terms of coverups (also -

forwarded to Sen. Warren to no avail)

(obama, holder, clinton, bush, et als)

which included fbi/ doj/judicial

coverups in con-necticut {and not to

mention new jersey, virginia, new york

(ct of appeals, 2nd cir), california, etc.,

D.C. (u.s. supreme court), et als} which

helped mobster/fraud /criminal trump

and typifies the great fraud/whore



america ... what total bulls**t 

america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven,

Ct., per their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opo

coan/ricosummarytoFBIunderpenaltyof

perjury.pdf          ]   
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PEIA 

The active and direct involvement of

the United States government

(legislative, judicial, and executive

branches...

Index of
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On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14

AM PDT, John Kerry

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:
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http://albertpeia.com/112208opocoan    
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ALBERT LOUIS PEIA

The active and direct involvement of

the United States government

(legislative, judicial, and executive

branches...
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On Saturday, October 6, 2018,

10:38:57 AM PDT, Joe Kennedy III

<admin@endcitizensunited.org> wrote:

 End Citizens United is dedicated to

electing Democrats, transforming our

broken campaign finance system, and

ultimately ending Citizens United. If

you really want to receive only our

most urgent emails or unsubscribe,

click here.

Donald Trump’s divisive agenda is



threatening health care, immigration,

voting rights, and campaign finance

reform.

But standing together, we can stop

the Trump agenda and work towards a

brighter future for America. Can you

contribute $5 to take back the House

this fall? (It’ll be Triple-Matched).

Albert, we MUST win the House in

November.

We’ve got tremendous momentum



already. Every day, more people join

our movement to fight back against

the intolerance, discrimination, and

injustice of the Trump Administration.

It’s crucial that we keep it up through

Election Day.

2018 is our chance to put our

grassroots energy to the test. It’s our

chance to reclaim the House and

restore the people’s voice in our

politics.

That’s why it’s CRITICAL we stand

with Democrats Joe Radinovich



(Minnesota), Anthony Brindisi (New

York), and Lauren Baer (Florida).

Please chip in now!
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ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 

ANOTHER TRILLION IN

DEBT 



Bull market echoes

1920s......





Chinese warship came

within 135 FEET of USS      

            Decatur!

    Kavanaugh was accused of starting a fight

while he was student at Yale, a police report

says

    Yale classmate says Kavanaugh 'was often

belligerent and aggressive' when drunk

   Yale classmate: 'Omissions' in testimony

about his college drinking



New York tax department reviewing reported

allegations against Trump

The New York State Tax Department is

reviewing allegations that Donald Trump

received millions of dollars 

ABC News

Trump personally involved in legal effort to

silence Stormy Daniels: Sources

President Donald Trump personally directed

his former attorney, Michael Cohen, to initiate

a legal response earlier this year to prevent



adult-film star Stormy Daniels from speaking

publicly about an alleged sexual encounter

with Trump, people with direct knowledge of

the matter tell ABC News. Cohen was

instructed by the president in a February

phone call to consult with his son, Eric Trump,

who would coordinate the legal moves with an

outside attorney for the Trump Organization,

according to sources familiar with the events.

ANOTHER TRILLION IN DEBT 

ANOTHER TRILLION IN

DEBT 



Surfer sets world record riding massive wave



----- Forwarded Message -----

On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:

Subject: Fw: small request

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>

To: albertpeia@mail.com

<albertpeia@mail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 4:25:13 PM

PDT  Subject: Fw: small request

----- Forwarded Message -----

From: albert peia <albert_peia@yahoo.com>



To: John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

Sent: Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 10:03:02 AM

PDT

Subject: Re: small request

Come on John ... small request:

Pathetic as kavanaugh, trump, gop et als

unequivocally are, from observation/

experience in connecticut (though less than

direct as in the federal/filed scenario as

documented), blumenthal the fake vietnam

marine of connecticut fame is no better in

terms of coverups (also - forwarded to Sen.

Warren to no avail) (obama, holder, clinton,

bush, et als) which included fbi/ doj/judicial



coverups in con-necticut which helped

mobster/fraud/criminal trump and typifies the

great fraud/whore america ... what total

bulls**t  america/americans are!

[ To the FBI field office, New Haven, Ct., per

their request:

http://www.albertpeia.com/112208opocoan/rico

summarytoFBIunderpenaltyofperjury.pdf        ]   
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United States government (legislative, judicial,

and executive branches...
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On Tuesday, October 2, 2018, 6:41:14 AM PDT,

John Kerry <admin@endcitizensunited.org>

wrote:
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inmates run the asylum

called america /the

prisoners run the prisons

/& criminals run the nation
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